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FOREWORD

This report, AFAL-TR-75-173, was prepared for the Air Force Avionics

Laboratory by the Electrical Engineering Department of Ohio Univervity, Athens,

Ohio, and summarizes a 24-month (May 1973-June 1975) investigation on video

data compression techniques applicable for the RPV mission performed under

Contract F33615-73-C-1233,'Project 7762. Areas investigated and included

in this report are interframe coding methods, two-dimensional transform

(adaptive and non-adaptivo) and hybrid coding schemes. Numerous photographs

are given comparing the techniques using bit rates from 0.25 to 1,5 bits/pel.

The effects of noise are considered and both quantitative and qualitative

evaluations are given.

The results summarized in this report were obtained by Dr. .Joseph E.

Essman, principal investigator (Associate Professor and Assistant Chairman,

Department of Electrical Ungineering, Ohio University), Mr. Dan Quyen Hus,

Research Associate, and Mr. George Papacostas, Research Associate. Captain

Jack Cole from WPAFB was the Project Monitor.
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SUMMARY

This report summarizes the results obtained on data compression techniques

applicable for Remote Piloted Vehicles (RPV) under Contract No. F33615-73-C-1233.

During the first year of this contract investigations were conducted on in-

terframe redundancy techniques. Algorithms are developed to account for motion

in frame-to-frame aerial photographs resulting in large bit reduction ratios

providing that the various parameters of the miss'lons such as altitude, velocity

vector, fields of visions of the cameras, etc, are known accurately. Differen-

tial encoding is used to further reduce the bandwidth. Sensitivity to the

various mission parameters are investigated using computer simulations. Although

the interframe techniques require relatively complex instrumentation for RPVs,

the techniques can be used for s~mthetic frame generation at the ground station.

Intraframe techniques suitable for the RPV mission including two-dimensional

transform techniques and hybrid coding schemes are investigated and evaluated,

both in the mean-squared-error sense and subjectively, It is shown that hybrid

scheme using the Hadamard transform in one spatial direction and VPCM in the

other performs at least equivalent and most of the time superior to the two-

dimensional transform schemes, Due to the simplicity of the hybrid scheme,

this may be advantageous -'r practical implementations.

It is shown that the hybrid scheme is more sensitive to channel nois.e;

however, by optimization and initialization it can be made to perform u s well

as thr transform scheme.

An adaptive scheme is proposed and evaluated which shows increAsed resolu-

tion in regions of high activity within the picture.

Several different error criteria were investigated, Mean-d,'rivative-

squared-error tends to be more correlated with subjective evalvations,

Important characterist.ns and performance indices sovera'. data compression

techniques applicable for the RPV mission are given in tabular form.
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tochrnique: d scribod in Chapti.e .Ii r it rntes from o. 2 to 1 i ti-:;/pol aro

coil:;idv,.oeu tlslnlg various encoding prvrcLdure:i. The ";Ects of chnnntu n1oise Oil

thei- dtrferent processing s.chem.es .and uptiltn.:at.ton tecihnt(les foL' nolsy diuhnols

tre pt'eenred. In addition suveral ter-hnilques of porl oiic rcr-ettingj and eior

correctinA coding are conside'red,

In Chapter V an adaptive scheme is inve.tigated u131•g the two-dimensional

HAdamard transform. In this scheme the quantizer is adjusted by estimating the

standard deviation and using this estimate to normali.?e the coefficients before

qiantization. The standard deviation is transmitted using DPCM techniques.

Several variations, using the adaptation algorithm on only the first few cooftl-

ctents are considered, Simulation rs.ults are givan for the scone of the "TruMck",

In Chaptor VI a bri•f sumn•ary of the important results are given, Tnbhl: 6 gives

in rabular Cor.m tihl character.•stics of several wethodt; ot dtttn compr•.luln

vhlch may be useful for RPV,

An o.xtensivo sol.ction of H:io most important references on dntn coinpro!;.A'on

tc'chniquo.4 applicabte to the RPV mission i.s given. 'rhose reforoncs nrcroloupod1

according to Transform tochniques, different ml tachniques, frnme-to-ft'rame

t.echniques, etc.
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CHAPTF:R ] I

INTERF•AHE REDUCTION FOR RPV'S

2.1 Introduction

D•ring the first year of this contract it was decided that emphasis should be

placed on possible interframe data compression techniques applicable to Rumotr:

Piloted Vehicles (RPVs), assuming one frame of storage available on the RPV.

Die to the nature of the RPV mission the use of frame-to-frame techniques should

allow for large bandwidth reductions, with of course increased complexity due to the

storage requirements, Fig. 2.1.1. illustrates the areas scanned on the ground by a

television camera lo,.ated on the vehicle for two consecutive frames. For this

illustration we have assumed a constant velocity vector in a horizontal plane at an

Frame i

/ Frame i I

Fig. 2.1.1. Two Consecutive Frames

altitude h above the ground. The cross-hatched area shown in Fig. 2.1.1. represents

the redundant information in frame i + I given from i. The non-redundant Information

is indi'ated by the shaded area, Applying this technique to the RPV video system

should restilt in large bit reductions. Recently, somo real time experiments that take

advantage of the frame-to-fraro correlatiun in pict-ure-phonc applications have been

conducted at Bell System Laboratories. Ea.rl) experimIcnts iiiig frame repeating



ý! [I14 1 h' o;'w t1;[, :0 nlpi I otu. r,ýpu at i nj rvdics tho rotr, of t~rwis-

;dsI n vol dtnr flicker by dis plo~viflg ea~ch framew ;evoral timc*-' before reopai ilg

it %ith n no'w fraine, To irnprovk- th,, utfficioncy of transtrnis-,ioi, the framo-to-

trwm1e di fferential1 PCH. hiat, be-anit sod, this is similair to IJPCN1 excopt. thal. the

si gnal valui of the preViow~ly roconstructod f'rame i!n uIsed as the prAdictvcI valutu

rather than the previous samnple of the~ samie frame, It haý; been oliserved thtit only'

thost) elements that change between frames are encoded for ttzinsinission, riccom-

panied by their rospective position locatIon codes, T'his method of votding is

reforred to as conditional replenishment [1161. A different coder hfi been

des~cribed by Candy, et, al. [1201 in which clutiters of significant frame differ-

vrices tir transmitted using a double-length codu (4-bit and 6-hit) for tho frvmi-

1irl't-ronre~i und S-hit addrastwse for tho c lustorti, For OIgrnials containing~ dIf~rU-v

vat1Uil. qumanti it nf. tni so, i mproved rmethods iiro descrl bud by Connor, ct. al, [1.,.31

In which thv nois)y picture I,, no.gmentcd into moving nrens and htickgvokind aovas.

Ro~forcince~i [119., 1211 dcom'rriho other mothodt, that have been expetriviewated with to

tu N;asloit the high ispattal aind temporal (fraine-to-frsmne) correlAtion, rho0

1.1:1 Of It f!-vw, 'memory capaible of stor~ing thu ontitir fraimne irimige i.,; pract icnIl with

th-i prosent stmmtu of art. Manasse [11i.] has presented a method which n ve

OC W1,11) of high dlirect i~mal corrolmt ion i nlivr'ret Iii success ive sammiple s imlong a

s,:nnn Itiig I! itu, corcespond ing ;iavmimpi I oý;0f tWO SUCCC-45IV 0 1 NQe So(f the Fitne f Vui,1 I

mimd tho corrvi-,powling sammples of two succot';nive fraime.,. Roc%;n [112. has mmttmd ed

r. hwidiwidth comrpress ion methad uitI iZ tog interfranso correlitirin In uhich the

o Ctfoett of imovvrient :i of t ho camera and of the obj ec ts mre coinlionnsted , Rwo~a

a'I' Z:1111lkt Li P 1311 hmvu prost-ntocI n simplo tnove moot coopeti stitio00 proc :idtcr-

wh ich C.:i;mlu I~v c~fi'e'nd by dtv "I I n the I inge into Lools itn't thion ti..o1SM Itt ring

(-10 eah olmc t dislit.p1convilot vcctor rolating r the zoneo in am pi'd t cularni framen t .



a zone in tho previous frame that Is maximally correlated with it, A frame-to.a

frame coding technique using two-dimensional Fourier transforms has been

described by Haskell [128).

Since the television pictures from an RPV mission contains high frame-to-

frame correlation, the use of interframe techniques would seem to be acvantageous.

The remainder of this chapter describes an interframe technique that utilizes

measured data, such as velocity, altitude, horizontal and vertical field of

vision, depression angle, etc., to exploit the high correlation between succes-

sive frames. A prediction algorithm is found whereby frame i is predicted from

frame I - 1 using the measured parameters of the vehicle. The performance of

the system is studied subject to the mean-squared-error criterion of goodness,

In this chapter we summarize the work performed during the first year of

Interframe techniques and its application to RVPs, Por a detailed description

of the study the reader is referred to the Interim Technical Report for Contract

F 33 615-73.-C-1233, Video Data Compression study For Remote Sensors, June 1974,

2.2 Interframe Technique for RPVs,

Fig. 2.2,1 illustrates the basic philosophy of the technique, Initially we

assume one franit stoted in memoty, using this frame as a ruference the next framie

is predicted using a predetermined "prediction algorithm". The pels of the pre-

dicted frame are then compared with the new frame and if no significant differ-

ence exi!;ts, no picture element is transmitted. This technique is repeated so

as to continuously store the predicted reference picture and update only thoso

puls that diff4r significantly from the new frame, Ouly those pels required to

update the raference picture, along %4th pvfitional information, are transmitted,

At receiver, which ts located on the ground, the received Information is used

S............... . "'•'•S~m UL• ,W• .. . ,t... ... .. . .. . .... . . •S
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Fig, 2,2.1. Philosophy o F Dalta Compres.sion Schineo,

to update a simil4r predicted reference frame which tracks ihe one at the trans-

,mitter. The information transmitted contains positional and intensity I.nforma-

tion which enables the reference f'rame to be correctly updated.

Fig. 2,2.2 showr, a block diagram of one possible implementation of the

transmitter portion of the system, There are of course other variations which

can be made, for example one could omit the 8-bit analog-to-digitc) converter and

insert a digital-to-analog converter just before the subtractor. Depending upon

which way the system ii implemented the differenthld quantizer would have a

differentt implementation, For illustration of the system operation we will assumne

the configuration shown in Fig. 2.2.21.

In operation the transmitter 1; astsumud to have a reference frame In memory.

6
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Using this reference frame the predictor is programmed so as to predict the loca-

tion and Intensity value of an inicoming pal. This intensity value of the pro-

dicted pel and its location in the new frame is determined by a predetermined

prediction algorithm using measured vehicle data such as velocity, altitude, etc.

This predicted value is compared with the new information in the subtractor

circuit which yields an intensity difference signal. The difference signal is

quantized using a differential quantizer. During each sample period, the

threshold control logic makes a decision depending upon the absolute magnitude

of the difference signal. If the difference signal magnitude is considered to

be insignificant, the predicted value is used to update the reference frame

memory. If a significant difference between the predicted and the actual picture

element occurs, the output of the control logic operates a selector switch which

strobes the output of the adder into the memory. In addition to updating the

memory the control logic also causes the quantized difference signal, accompanied

by its corrcspondink address, to be stored ii, a bufftir. The buffor store is used

to match the random updating rate to the constant bit rate of the transmission

channel.

The system shown in Fig. 2.2,2 can, easily be modified so as to exploit both

intrafraine and interframe corralation, Such a system is shown in Fig. 2.2.3.

The operation is basically the s.'me as the interframe OPCM system with the excep-

tions that the inputs to the subtractor 3re thv differences of two successive

samples of the input signal and the predicted signal respectively.

Delay lines A and B delay the incoming signal sniliple and the reference

sample respectively. 'rm~e subtracters A and B compute the actual sample-delayed

and the predicted sample-delayed difference respectively, These delayed differ-

ence signals are compared using the differential subtrictur.

In both systems, the inputs to the adder are the predicted signal value and

8d
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the output of the differential quantizer.
A buffer may be employed at the receiver a5 shown in Fig. 2.2.4 to store the

received picture information until it can be strobed in proper time sequence into

the receiver's adder circuit, A transfer of new information from the buffer to

the adder is accomplished whenever the output of the picture format address gen-

orator is in agreement with the address information of the picture element to.be

read from the buffer. This agreement is determined by the address comparison

circuit which operates a selector switch enabling the new information to update

the receiver's frame memory. When the addresses do not coincide the predicted

value is used to update the receiver's frame memory, After this occurs, the

buffer read out then advances to the next element. After each frame time, the

picture information stored in the receiver's memory is matched to the trans-

mitter's stored reference picture.

The information stored in the frame memory is decoded to recover the video

information for visual display,

2,3 Geometry of the System

In order for the predictor to accura.tely predict the intensity level of a

rel in frame I + 1, from frame i, it. is necessary to account for the movement

of each pel from one frame to another. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.3.1 where

Ne illustrate the typical movement of a point P'(x1 ,Yl) on thi screen of the

camera, which is the image of poing P(x,y) on the ground. The point P'(x,y) in

Frame I moves to P"C(x,,y) in frame i + 1 due to motion of the vehicle. Based

on the coordinates (x ,yl), the new coordinates (x 2 ,y2) caii be estimated using

measurements of the vehicle dynamics and known characteristics of the optical

systert, It should be realized that some points will move out of the new frame

und becom• distorted, while others will appear that cannot be predicted from

the previous f'ame,
11
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Fig, 2.3.1. Diagram of the Po.l~tion Displacement of an Image
on the Screen of a Point on the Ground.

\ N A
\ ~D •

Fig. 2.3.2. Geometry of the Scanned Area.
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In ordo'r to determine the prediction algorithm, the geometry of the 3ystom must

be investigated. Assuming the vehicle at point 0 at some instant of time, the area

.cann1ed on the ground is an isolate trapezoid whose dimensions depend on the altitude

h of r.he vehicle, the horizontal and vertical fields of vision of the camera, 2a and

U respectively and the depression angle go of the camera position. This is illus-

trated in Fig, 2.3,2.

The diamnsions of the trapezoid shown in Fig. 2,3.3 can be calculated in terms of

h1, (A0 o &and 9 where 9 is a new angle defined by

9 - 90 0

D. 

M

a = - -

*- ~ B

Fig. 2.3.3. Dimensions of the Scanned Area,

From geometrical considerations the following can be dotermined (see Interim

e'e-hdncal Report, June 1974 fcr ditaklsl:

23 t"anl tsin •30 2/(ct• 2% .X:0) )1 , (2.-.1!)

13-.- - -~- - - - - - - - - - - - -



m * OM tan a. h sec 0 tan a (2.3.2)

n x ON tan a. h sec (9 - 2B) tan o L2..3)

and

(tan o) C sin (0 -B ) )
t an C1 - 2-.4,)

Cos

It is seen in Fig. 2.3.4 that the scanned trapezoidal area ABCD on the ground is

projected on the screen of the camera system as the rectangle A.'B'C'D'. We can ob-

serve that within the scanned area, any line parallel to line AD will be projected

as a horizontal line on the screeni and any line that passes through point R will

appear as a vertical line on the screen,

These observations are used to derive a relation between the coordinates Cb19b2 )

of a point P located within the scanned area on the ground and its projected image

coordinates (x,y) on the screen.

t, Horizontal and Vertical Positions

Referring to Fig. 2.3,4, it is seen that the projected images of points P(b1,b 2 )

and P1 (MP,,(;Nl) have the same horizonrtl coordinate x, on the screen, since the three

points R,P and P1 are colinear, The relation between x, and b, and b2 is obtained

considering thn plane which contains lines AB and OM as shown in Fig. 2.3.5.

It is seen fromi Fig. 2.3.5 that the algebraic length M'PI is the horizontal

coordinate of the projected image of point P1 or P on the ground, namely x1,

Using geometric relationships it is shown that the relation betwoen the

horizontal coordinate xI of the projected image P' on the screen corresponding

to coordinate b1 and b2 of a point on the ground is

14
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P' (x1 .,y1 ) C 1
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LIP

A

..0

D A

b2 -- B- , P,

Fig. '.3.4. Image Position of it Point on tho Ground,
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I0
X
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Fig. 2,3,5, Diagram of the Horizontal Positlon of an Image,

a .. st

whore a is defi.:ned a.s the distance froin the screen to the lent.ic

In s imilar nminne r using a p lano in the zy direc tions , I.t c-'n be shown thalt the

relation between the vertical position y1 on the screen and the coordinates b and b2

is it[b - h tan (0 -0)]2l (2,3.5b)
Yi h + b 2 tail (9 (]

Hyaving obt• ned the A . 01 it i COOjdillIL ' (.X1 ,'Y, of a polint IW ill te rms of Its

",o1TreSpnnd ing poilrt on the gro1i m, with Cu'jrd inoats (blb 2) and assUtining I nowiledge Oft

Ik h



thte presknt position of the vehicle's camera, A.o. the altitude of the aircraft, the

horizontal and vertical fields of vision, the depression angle of the camera and the

porpendicular distance from the camera's lense position to the screen; the next stop

is to derive an analytical expression of the displacement in position of a poi.t

P' (•,y,) due to the motion of the aircraft.

Consider a point P(blb 2 ) within the scanned area on the ground with its image

P'(xlyl) on the screen, due to the mntion of the aircraft the point I1', after some

frame time TV, will move to P"(x 2 ,Y2). The now position (x 2 ,y 2 ) is related to the

original position (x,,y,) which dependis on the attitude of the flight and other para-

meters such as altitude, aircraft velocity, depresaion angle of the camera, etc.

This investigation will include two modes of flight (1) Steady Straight Flight,

and (1) Horizontal Circling Flight.

In either case it is assumed that the camera attached to the aircraft has been

stabilized vertically as well us horizontally and the depression angle is kcpt un-

changed regardless of the aircraft flight attitudes.

(1) StoadveStraight Flight

A straight flight is defined as the motion of an aircraft in direction parullel

to its plane of symmetry. Generally, the direction of motion is inclined upwards or

downwards by an angle of inclination.

The horizontal and vertical position displacement of an image will be investi-

gated and the new projected position coordinates (x2 *y 2 ) on the screen of a point

P on thu ground in the riew frame will be derived as functions of puints P'1x lyl)

in the previous frame. These expressions wiill be used in the prediction algorithm

to determine the positions.

17
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We nssume that the aircraft is tit position 0 orIgInally and it moves to position

02, as seen in Fig, 2,3,6 after so'ie frame time TE, The velocity vector V of the

aircraft at any instance is:

V a v 9+ v
y z

where 9 and. I are tinit vectors in the Y- and Z..coordinate of the qround refetene

coordination system, respectively.

Reforring to Fig, 2.3,4, when the aircraft was at O, the image of a point P(b 1 ,b 2 )

proujrn.i on the screen was P'I(xyl) and the relation between the vertical coordinate

y, and (bLb,) is expressed using (2.3,5b) which is presented below for convenience,

b2 . y* + a,tan(_ -B)

a - yl'tan (9 -8)

After some time interval TV the aircraEt moves forward a distance y i vyTf

uind upward or downward a distance z 4 vlT. depending upoii the direction of Inclination.

Fig, 2.3.6 shows An upward distance z, TIhe aircraft is now at the altitudu of (h + t)

and is closer to point P2 by a distance y, The new referencL coordinate system LjY

on the ground can he considered as a result of translating the original reference

coordinate system ZY a distance ), In the Y-direction,

With re,.pect to the row reference coordinate system whose origin is now Lt U,,

the Y -coordinate of point P2 now becohies b% where:

bl- b, - y (2.3,6)

Since theo vertical coordinate of the row imago P oF point P, becoomes .'. due

to the motion of the aircraft from point 0 to point (j, the trnnslition of the ground

reterence coordiinate system origin to G, the relation between the vrtical coordiniari

of thit image on tihe 4creen and Lhe LOt rdi mte I" .if 1 p1' t I' •,-•th re,-pect to the new

ref'orence coordiliatlu --y-stem now hi ,0,,04w
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F1

The relation between X2 and the coordinates• blsb2 is expressed by )

b[ (h +z).cos(9-4 ) + (b2- y).sin(G-5) "I JThe relation between X n the coordinate s br wic is eXpanris Imag b ntescen

I J"

F 2 .3.3. DiOagzar of" the I-Iorvm~tn I Pos ittoii n" an Hae
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rJ

hb. Y2 + ' *tar ((3.)
h +z a - 2 tian(O -(3)

Using (2.3.5h and (2,3.6), (2,3,7) the new vertical coordinate can be ob-

tained as an explicit runction of its original vertical position y, and the

velocity comnponents in the previous frame, (for mathenatical details, see Interim

Technical Report, June 1974).

a~h. yl'sec2 (9.0)T fT [Vy*z. Y a + g-B z aY tn( B

Y 2 2' (2.3.8)
Sh~as e:9Cg0).Tj[v , tan(9-0) -vzl j~-y,.tan(9-ý)] 2j8

In a siiaiiar manner using Figs. 2.3.7 and 2.3,8 it can be shown that the new

horizontal cocrdinate is given by (for details see ITR, June, 1974)

x • Xlha

2 h;+TtVCOS(Q-O)-V .sin(Q-j35]a.cus(3)-7y 1.in~p a)1 2.m)

(2) Iorizontal Circling Fligt

A second case of interest, is when the aircraft's flight path is a true-hank turn

as -i'own in Fig. 2.3.9. We assume that the camera is inertially stabilized is pre-

VO' sly mtnt it1I,

Thv velocity' vectors V and V2 arc targential t) the curve path at point 0 and 02

rc;epc:tively, With the knowledge of magnitudes and directions of the velocity vectors

ýi,. meo'nur..d hy the aircraft's instruments, the distance travoled hy the atrcriCt with

resiect to it3 starting position can be calculated with the aid of an air-data ,:om-

putur s).tem insttilled in the aircraft, A detailed explanation of these computa-

tions is given In Refercnce [1211, For simplicity, we assume that after some

-'2
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0
Sdy

Y

V I

0 dx

Fig. 2.3.9. Diagram of Horizontal Circling Flight.

timT the horizontal and vertical distances traveled, noted as dx and d
fy

respectively, and the defined angle w are known, These quantities are used for

computation of position displacements. A point P(blb 2 ) on the ground has its

prjectod image point P (Xl,Y 1 ) on the screen which moves to P2(x 21 Y2) some

time Tf later due to the motion of the aircraft. In the case of horizontal

circling flight, the new position coordinates (x2 1Y2 ) can be calculated in

terms of its initial position coordinates (x,1 y,) and the flight dynamics by

considering the motion of the camera in three separate phases:

(I) First, the aircraft hypothetically moves from point 0 to 01,

referring to Fig. 2.3.9, following a straight flight path which covers the

distance 00 d - cotw. With respect to its initial position coordinates

(xl#yl), the new position coordinates of the intermediate point image P•,

namely x, and y, can be calculated using the straight flight vertical and

horizontal displacoment equations obtained in the previous part.

(ii) At point 01 the aircraft rotates by in angle w in zero time.

23



An exprmssion accounting for this h)rpothvtinl. ,Ituation will be derived to calcu-

late the new position coordinute ,. 21,)2) of a point P on the screen, as the result

of the rotation of the aircraft, with respect to its previous position coordinates,

"namely x. and y

(iii) Finally, the aircraft is again following another straight flight

puth from point 0• to 02 which covers a distance of O102 N dx,csc w, The final

position coordinates (x2,y 2 ) are obtained by using the equations in the previous

r part.

We now investigate the position displacement of a point P(CX1 ,Y1 ) on the

screen which is the image of a point PCbl,b 2) on the ground when the aircraft

is moving in a curve path such that the camera makes an angle w with respect to

the original flight path.

It Js shown in the Interim Iechnical Report (P 33 615-73-C-1233) that the

ael,%tions 'etweon the coordinates in the two frames for the case is given by

a(yl(cosi+t~nn2 [9-0) +xI , sinw. soc(9- $)+a. tan (0-0.) ('cosw-1))
Y -_--2 (2.3.10)

yl tan (94) - XSimw sec(A-B)tan(9-S)÷ a(l, cosw.tan (O-S)]

a{xl,cosw -[y 1 .cos(9-8) + a,sin(Q-B)D}
x2  - (2,3.11)

X1,sinwsin(O-8) + yl"•in(0.8)'€°s(Q-a)(cO5w'l)I

2 2
a[.in (9-0).cosw + cos

24



2.4 Pr~dirntion Algorithm

With the results of tha positional relationj for pels one can predict the movement

of redundant pels in framu I + I from those in frame I (redundant pel are shown by the

cross-hatched area in Fig. 2.4,1), Due to the trapezoidal nature of the area scanned

on by the camera there will be some distortion due to the fact that a pul in frame I

represents more area than that in frame I + 1. The prediction algorithm must account

for this distortion in addition to determini.ng the pnsltional information,

FrMrm i

r- "" - - - - +

Fig. 2.4,1. The Scanned Area on the Ground at Two
Consecutive Frame Time

The frame image is assumed to be spatially sampled and represented by a square

array of NON intensity samples as illustrated in Fig. 2,4.2, Each picture element is

represented by a discrete function f(i,J), where fQ ) is the Intensity level and Ij

are the coordinates of the picture element,

The ortire area covered by an Image is divided Lnto :4x,\ rectangular Olements
th

which are IrPheled accordingly. Thus, the ij picture ,?lement whuse intensity value

is f(1,J) is assumed to be at the cinter oF the j th sub-area as shown in Fig. 2,4,2,

25
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Fig. 2.4.2. Geometry of a Picture Element on the Screen,

For every redundant picture element in frttme i with coordinates (8,J), there is

a p1l with coordinates (x on the previous frame which can be calculated using

the frame-to-frame positional relation given in the previous section,

The iJLh predicted intensity value f2 (i,J] of the pal is obtained from the

intensity value tl(x,,yl) of the pel in the previous frame.

To account for the spatial distortion fronm frame-to-frame, two ta.chniques are

uied to specify the predicted value f 2 (i,J).

One type of algorithm is to assign the intensity value of the nearest position

(i',j') Ln the previous frame to be the rredicted value 2 (Yi,j), ai lllustrated in

Fig. 2,-.1.3, i.e., the predicted value f2 (l,J) of tho lieI is the Ir, tensity value 3f

the pol whose sub-area covers the position (x1,Y1 ). WIe designate this as the ';ero-

order-huld (ZOH) technique.

~//

Fig. 2.4,3, [lagrta of Zcro-urder-llid I'rcdi• tic'.
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'lirL predkcted value or tho pol will lit.

f,(i,j) a 9,(i'i ') (2.4.1)

Another method that could be used is to linearly interpolate from the four

samples surrounding the position (xl,yl). This is illustrated in Pig, 2,4,4,

and is designated as the linear interpolator technique (LI).

j x (x 1Yl)

i-i i

Fig. 2.4.4, Diagram of Two-Dimensional Linear
Tnterpolation.

The ipredictod value f 2 Ci,J) is calculated by linearly intorpolating in the J-

itrectiorn.

f 2 (i,J) - g20-1) 4 [g(J')-•2(J'.1)] [y.(j'-l)] (2.4.2)

Thie error e(i,j) dun to predicting the ijth picture olement is the difforence

b.otie',n the Incoming signal value f',(i,J) and its corresponding predicted value tf2(i.j)

e~f,} -f,(I,J) - Y2i,.j)

It t3 :,een from Fig, 2.4.1 that some picture elements in frame I + I on a

particularly line will not correspond to a putrticular picture element In franme i.
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To account for this siltuatior, the predicted values of there picture elepients are
assumed to be the values of the nearest picture eliments that have correspondents

in the previous frame.

In rummary, the prediction algorithm must perform the following functions:

C() Compute the position of the pals 4sing (2.3.8) and (2.3.9).

(2) Predict the intunsity level.

Since the prediction algorithm requires the use of measurements of velocity,

altitude, heading, etc, there will be errors introduced which will limit tha

accuracy of the prediction; thus, the amount of compression that can be achieved,

A theoretical analysis relating to the sensitivity of the prediction is

given in the Interim Technical Report for Contract F 33.61.73-C-1233, June 1974.

In the simulations described in the next section we introduce random noise to

account for the errors in the measurements.

28



2., Simulation Results (Interframe..DPChl)

Several frames of a typical RPV mission containing some fuel tanks were sup-

plied by WPAFB, However, upon investigation it was found the movement of fuel tanks

followmd no predictable path. This could have been the result of several things,

such as moventeni; of the camera during the mission, etc, Along with this behavior,

several parameters such as velucity, altitude, depression angle, horizontal and

vertical fields of vision were unknown. The best datu that could be obtained

regarding the parameters that were needed was:

(1) Velocity of 200 knots.
(2) An altitude of 1500 fe3 t,
43) Depression angle of 15 ,
(4) Horizontal field of vision •8°,
(5) Vertical field of vision 13
(6) A frame rate of 5 per second,
(7) Dimonsions of the frame is ,631" x ,872",

Due to the fact that rust of the above parameters were, at best, a good Ruess

and that the camera was apparently continuously moved in an unpredictable manner, as

evidenced by tho erratic movement of the targetý from one frame to another, the

pictures were found unusable. In order to test the system a 2S6 by 256 portion of

one of the pictures containing the fuel tanks was used as a frame (frame i) and the

input picture (frame 1+1) was generated using the prediction algorithm described in

Section .4. The effect of a real system wns simulated by making the velocity,

altitude, etc., random variables. This was done by adding predetermined amounts

of noise to the parameters. The mean values of the parameters were assumed to be

those specified above.

Fig. 2,5.1 shows a block diagram of the interframe DPCM simulation. For this

mimulation a 256 x 256 portion of the aerial photogiaph, cnntalning the fuel tanks,

was used as the Yeforence picture, The new frnme input wns sinmulated by using the

rufoernce frame to predict the new frame and adding inotqo to the assumed velocity,
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The velocity was assumed to be a gaussian random variahie with i mean equal to the

true velocity and variance aCv. This in effecL implies noise in the measurement

of the velocity.

HistOgrma, of the grey levels of a portion of the aerial photograph containing

the fuel tanks, the simulated pir tures and the difference signals between the input

signal and its predicted value for various predetermined values oF standard deviatlati

assumed for the aircraft speed are given in the Inturim Technial Report. These

statistical charaeteristicn are summartzed in Tables 2.S,l and 2.L.2,

ZOll predicted 114.9007 21.13.270

STD VI~5I Artance Aver.ge arian
-p0r3dic0 td 114.0242 -0 1320.0 6.b

pict•ure

Table .,.. Statistics of thr Ref'erence,
ZOH( and LI Predicted Ptctujr-9

Z.OH. LZ

ST•D Aver~age Variamnce Avereag Variiince

5 -0.34,207 196.1564, -0. 14900 7. 60037

10 -0.30305 189.8•24,3 -0.13400 26.37233

15 -0.28219 185.2324 -0.12480 49.72946

20 -0.27388 185.0328 -0, 12226 72.39265

• "Oil .111ld 1 1 rl,•di' tvtl 1,11:, "1-;
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A& hown in 11.9 2.5,., tho diftftren. .signal passes throis~th a thresho1d Ioglc

network, ntid those dift\'renice signals wh ch :iro groater' than n preset- threshold (T)

ar,! quantizod and trrnsmitted.

11b. number of differencu signal sample! of aln entire picture which exceed '•omu

pirvsot threshold ltvols are shown in 'rabio 2,5.3 Foi variousi nircrnft speed sitandard

S8D STD 10 STD : 15 STD 20

T ZOH I . ZOH 1, I ZOR L.,I ZOH L,I.-..... . - -.- - a -

60336 29769 59873 40959 59305 46152 58860 49319

2 57416 20213 56717 32364 55851 38777 55053 42852

4 51728 10006 50690 21310 49289 28282 48043 33216

a8 1b0853. 30G8 39514 10o135 37844 10048 36645 20761

16 23465 351 224Y1 2924 21399 5766 20710 8581

'ramhie..,3, Numihel of Dliferencv Signals lixcoedLng
Th1reskhold L.vels (Ittcr raine-l)PCM)

1 ii ff ro' n're si gn;iI is as•.umet, to lih normlil)' dflitrib1itetd witth zero motto and

vri :'11eCO I)VpI)O'"tional to the stanjard devialion uf the aircraft speed measurement,

nit. alisimalption Is ýin approxim|t lo•l of theo actua1l statistical charactoe'istics of the

,itff,'ence si•nal1 as ohtalnud in Talile 2.1..2.

With this imipltified ap.proximation, a lo-lovel non-tnif,,rtm quant-zer fut minImum

dkli t 'rrloll :i' It., rih,.'d h> Mrnx 11i;7 Is . to, qlu:o,tizd those diftf'-renzo s ignals that

't i,,d a prt h t thre sold i I vei

1'he total earror of tht sy.ytrm i, detineO{ 8: t'10 di fefOln-e bettween th.. input

3.,



signal to the syrten. and the reconstru-ted ,%l•al-. The transmissioni .•y.tem is indi-

cateod in the following diagram

THdML I D D

fl • THASESHOLD JA I.ER D C jNNEL i
T ~+ s

f di>T >
fI

Assuming noiseless channel, the total system error specifications are calculated

as followal
N

(1) Meian-quared error (MSE) is 2
Jul

N NI (t.i.i) . 1 ) 2MS8 • ''ifi) " IT (di' DI)

iul i-l (2. .1.t

E d -U )2  *(d 1-D1 )

Lil Jul

a IT dd>T

where H is the number of difference signals that exceed the pre.aet thre•bhold level '1.

When the difference signal is considerod to be insignificant, the quuntizer output Di

is assumed to be zei-o, thus the total system mean-squared error can be rewritten as

N-M H

MSE I . [* d1
2  . Y (dT-,y 2 ]

d IT d 5.2)
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(2) Normalized mean-,.quared error (O'E is Li
F~n.

N-N MSd2 ÷ 1)'i2

i C
MS1n (2.5.3)

N

f 2
jul

(3) Mlan-absolute error (.MAE) it

N

MAE a I 1d1 "Dt (2.E.4)
1.1

In additinn to the above error apiecifictions, we define the following orror

specifications that will bm calculated and observed throughout the experiment.

(4) Threshold moun-squared error (MSET. is

N-M

MSET a di2 (dT)

(3) Quantization mean-squared error (MSE ) is

NISEQ (d1-)2 C ( 1 >T'( (2,5.6)
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(6) Tbreshold mean-absolute error (MAF.T) is

N-M

1.1.

(7) Quantiza ion mean-absolute error (MAEQ) is

MAE di -Di (d>T)

The results in Table 2.5,3 indicate that a large bit savings can be obtained

provided that velocity is known accurately, These results also indicate that linear
interpoiator technique gives superior results over thi. zero-order-hold technique,

This is to bh expected since the input frame was sivulated using the LI technique,

The results also indicate that the number of difference signals which must be truns-

mitted increases as the velocity standard deviation increases and decreases as the
threshold increases; howeverz, increasing the threshold results In more error. Table

2,5.4 shows the corresponding threshold mean-squared error. Ti,. relative large amount

of error using the ZOH technique is to be expected,

Since It is the difference sign.Al at the uutput of the threshold logic that is

quantized and transmLttod, the statistical characteristics of this signal are of

importance and are given in 'Table 2 .5.5, with threshold levels of 8 and 16,

ComperinL, the statistics given in Tahble 2,5,5 with those in Table 2.5,2 it is

3een that the difforence signal at the output of the threshold logic has somewhat

higher variances, as is to be expected, It is the values given in Table 2,5.5 that

ave useful foi ',Lýsign purrposces,
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r,

Thr.shold ' 8 Threshold : 16

STD Average Variance Average Variance

5 0.878070 149.0368 1.939582 416.0647

10 0.692972 246.3813 1.721252 547.2219

15 0,540642 325.3937 1.535428 676.342a

Table 2.5.S. Interframe - D)PCM, Statistic4 of Difference
Signaal at the Input of the quant]i.ter Us•ing
Linear Interpolation,

Tables 2,5,6 and 2,5.7 show the total moarn-squnred error and mean absoiuto error

ussuming a nolseluss channel for threshold levels of 8 and 16,

2,6 Inrtiafrnem.IDPC:5M-Interframo-DPCM y:stem

An Intrafrarne. DPCl- Tntorfraine-lDICkI 9y',ttm described In C1uhptr 1I was .lmulateu

on the IBM/360 computer and Is investigated for the pos.lbility of more bit 4nvi.ngS as

compured with the Interframe-lC01 version, PIg. 2.6,I Illustrate., the fic nu Lttion

proceduru.

Itlstograms of the intraframe differunce signals between two successive picture

elements along a scan line of the memory-stored raforence pIcture anid the predictod

Images or the reference picture using both the ZOII and WI techniques are given with

Interim Tuclinical Report, Table 2.6..1 suRnMt iZo:; the S.tath.ttcal characteristics

of the intrafrm ' diltteronc, signals.

In this system it is the significant frame-to-frame difference of the corre-

sponding irttrafrmrmu differoncei betweeh t%,o s ,..IvC picttir(I elements that is

quantized and transmitted.
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Average Variance

Reference -0.223514 1030.840
pic. ture

XOM.-Wroed'ic recL
ZOHRre~at& -. 201L945 35 7..5,1.29

picture -0.202053 354.3640

.1

Table 2.6 1. Statistics of the Intraframe
Difference Signal

Fig. 2.6.1 illustrates the operation of the intraframe-interfrane DPCM technique,

12 N

Input ~ ~ 1
fframe -

1 2 N

Prodictede
frame (1 2

Fig, 2.6.1. Illustration of Intraframe-Interframe-I)P"M Technique.
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thFor an ij picture element of intensity valup r(ij), a predictud intensity

value f(ij) is ohtained using the predictive techniques as described previously,

Assuming that the input picture is Pcanned from left to right and considering a

line i in the input picture, the first intraframe differ-rnce obtained is

s(i,l) • •(i,2) - f(i,l) (2,6.1)

The inrraframs difference of the predicted picture elements corresponding

to f(i,l) and f(i,2)s Lee f(i,l) and f(i,2) respectively, is similarly obtained

s(i,1) af(i,2) - f(i,l) (2.6.2)

The interframe-intraframe difference d(il) is thus the difference hatween

d~i,l) a a(1, 1) - s(i,l) (2.6.3)

Substituting (2.6,1) end (2.6,2) into C2.6,3), we have

d(i,l) C Ef•',2) - f(i,2)] - •f•,l) - E(i,l))

d(i,l) . dFF~(i2) - dFP(i'l) (2,6,4)

where dFF(i,1) and dFF(i,2) are the interframe (frame-to-frar• differences of

the I and 2 nd picture elements, respectively.

The procedure to predict the difference sip'ri is described as follows:

First, we obtain the difference betwe,'o the first input picture element on

line I and its predicted value, i,@., dppCil1). As the second element is scanned,

the difference dFF (l,) betw..en the new picture element and its predicted value Is

obtained and compared wit!i dFF(il), If their difference is considered slinificant

then the n picture element is transmitted and we proceed to the next element. If

this difference iv insignificant, we lot d(t,l) be zero and from (2.6.4) it is seen

that d (1,2) can be assigned the value of dFF(i,l), No picture element is trans-

mitted sincm the present picture elemedt intonsity value Ls not silific;nflnty
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different from its predicted value. After this step has been done, we proceed

to the roxt element and compute the cor'esponding interframe difference dF (1i 3 )

which in turn is compared with dFF(i,2) and so on, until the last picture element

of line i is reached. This procedure is applied repeatedly, for ever:, line of the

input picture.

Since it is the interframe-intraframe difference which exceeds the threshold

that is quantized and transmitted, the statiitic3 of this difference signal with

respect to the preset threshold level are of importance and are shown in Table

2.6,2,

Histograms of the interframe-interframe difference signals are given in the

Interim Technical Report.

Tables 2,6.3, 2.6.4 and 2,6.5 show the results obtained using the intraframe-

intorframo DPCM technique. It is interesting to compare these results with those J
of the interframe DPCM, Comparing the results of Tables 2.S.3 and 2,5,3, we asee

that the number of nonredundant pels for the intraframe-interfrome DPCM teuhnique

is somewhat higher than that of the interframe technique. Similarily the results

S TD

1 41549 49771. 53743

2 29385 41320 46434

4 16527 29012 35993

8 83848 16083 22853

16 961 5313 9573

Table 2.6.3. Intraframe-Interframe LPCM. Number of
Picture Eiements Pxcooding a Fixed
Threshold Ltvel Using l.iinr Tnterpoolatlon
Iiichn lque.
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I

of Tables 2,,6, 2,5,7, 2,6,4 and 2,6,5 sho%, that there is essentially no gain

in using Antrafrorme-interframe DPCNI over rimTply interfame-DPM, Such a result

tonds to indicate that the use or two dimensional schemes may not have much

advantage over himple one-dimensional schemes for some pictures,

2.7 ,um'ATx ot' Simulation

From the results of the system simulation, it is seen thpt a large bit saving

factor can be realized. Referring to Tables 2,5.3 and 2.5.4, a substantial amount of

bits can he saved when the threnhold logic in either system is set at levels as high

as 8 or 16.

Using a 4-bit quantizer to encode the transmitted difference signal and a 16..bit

address generator to specify' its position (assuming a 256 x 256 array) each element

is transmitted using a total of 20 bits. ThA average number of bits required for each

tra•n•mitted element is caiculated as follows:

Bits/pet * 20 x NI (2.7.1)
256 x 256

where M is the number of picture elements which is transmitted over the channel.

Using the data given in Tables 2.5.3 and 2.6.3, the average bits per picture

eitment for the Inter frame-I)PCM and the tntraframe-t1PCM-Jnterframe-flPCM systems are

obtained using (2.7.1) for various speed standard deviations, This data is shown in

'rales 2,7.1 .nu 2.7.., together with their Lurrespandiii, totAl norm|,lized mean-%cquvred

errors and mean-absolute errors.

It is seen from Tables 2.7.1 and 2.7.2 that the Intraframe- DP10-lnterframe.lnPCM

systom does not have any ski.nitficnt itidvantrne over the Interfrnme-lPC.. svstem. In

both sy&tatr• there Is a trade-off betweii the total systom normtlizod mean-squar.3d

14
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error and the amount of bit savings as compared with the standard 8-bit PCM system.

In view of the fact that each nanrodundant element requires 8-bits to specify

the horizontal position, S-bits to specify the vertical position and 4-bits to

specify the intensity value of the differenoe signal, it is possible that increased

bit savings could be obtained by forcing the first psi of each line to be trans-

mitted. Using this technique would require only 8-bits for the horizontal position
I,.

and 4-bits for the intensity of the difference signal. Although more pels would

be transmitted the net savinjg in the numter of bits required might be substantial,

Simulations were performed to evaluate this type system and the results are shown

in Tables 2.7.3 and 2.7.4. Also shown for comparison purposes in parenthesis are

the results obtained using 16-bits to specify the position. The latter technique

would have essentially the same or slightly better error performance due to the

fact that the first element of every line is assumed nonrodundant. Some special

coding technique would be required so that the receiver could properly identify

thv first pel of each line.

2.8 Total System Error Includin Channel Noise

In this section we include the effect of channel noise on the transmission

system lnd investigate the performance of the Interframnc-DPL0 systum using Lisear

Interpolation technique for the simulated input picture and the predicted picture.

The total system error calculations are based on the hypothesis that the system

transmission is coherent phase-shift keying (PSK). A 20-bit word is transmitted

over the noisy channel for each non-redundant picture element. The 16 most

igniflh'snt bit4 carry the information of the element posiilon and the 4 least

silnificant hits are the coded intpn.ity alue of the transmitting .igr.al Due

to -ransmlboton channel noise, the received worJ may hb different from the one

that was transmitted. The error can uccir in th, position Informntion part of the

intensity value part or both.
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'Threshold SthnJ,,v Tit !''r P1 ¢tul

5 .608 (1. 014)
18 0 1.906 (.38)
15 8 2.9U!, (5 .4)

16 10 .5S2 (.1)541
F 16 is 1.103 (1.89h)

Table 2.7-3. Interframe-iDPC•.

Ve1o,' ty
T.icewhold Standard RitR Por Pictur-,

DeviatLon Elemnt

a S 1.12 (1.'?h5)
8 10 2.99 (4.111)
8 1% 4.23 (0,..i

16 5 . 22:*1 (. 2-W16 10 1.02 (I.U2•
16 1.. . 8I (I '"1 .

Thble 2,. .4,- hitraf~rame- Int rfn~lmt.!- PlPCl.

SA4
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wo-eU is the energy of thu tranllmittod sinllnt and It is the rivite of tranhsmiiidun of

tile mystilm.

Ille rate. of' triln msson R is expiressud a% the tolual numbehr of tilts tremnsrnittud

over the chainnel for vLach PICtUro, I.,.

R v .10 hitu/pul x M . )

whrMis the ntmumbr of picture avi inont s trnimminittud for uich frame.a

ti~irb 2..2 the prouhbilthtIy of urror in (2$.8.) eun he rewritten ns follows:
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E 32r EK 25bK F: 640K

STD PE ME PE P E PE ME

5 3519 0.028247 1534 0.003496 237 0.000010 0

10 11073 0.141152 10565 0.064192 8188 0.008106 1694

15 17174 0.193892 16959 0.111060 15606 0.020777 7213

Table 2.3.1, Threshold 8.
Probability of Error and Number
of Elements Due to Error.

E :128K E • 256K E; f 4a

STU M PE H E PE 11"

5 397 0.000000 0 0.000000 0 0 000000 0

10 312, 0.021492 1106 0.002104 127 0.000003 0

i5 6120 0,014060 48F7 0.020416 2081 O.OCu511 7 3

Table 2,8.2. 1Theshold 16.

Probithility of' F:'ror mnd N•'-: tL r
If c:'u'•,,nt i l~ to l:rro~r,

49



2.9 Summary and Conclusions

The results uf the simulations have shown that the interframe bandwidth reduc-

tion scheme can be utilized to achieve a low average number of bits required for

each picture transmitted to the receiver. A trade-off between the amount of band-

width reduction and the system error is an important consideration. The effective-

ness of the system depends largely upon the degree of accuracy of the instrumental

measurements of the vehicle dynamiics.

In this experiment, a 20-bit word is transmitted to represent each nonredundant

picture element, in which a total of 16-bits are used to carry the address informa-

tiou of the transmitted signal. This position bit requirement may be further

reduced by forcing the first pel of each line to bu a nonredundant sathple. Using

this technique only 8-bits are required for the horizontal positional information

and .4-bits for the grey level information, A higher reduction in bit requirement

may be realized with a total of 12-bits being used for each picture element trans-

mitted to the reteiver,

rhe complexity of the system implementation is in the realization of the

predictor to fatthfull), predict the next pitturt and the storage required to store

oni frame. The system implementation is further complicated when the problem of

optimi=inig the capacity of the buffers employed at both the transmitter and the

receiver is considered in order to avoid the problems of buffer overloading or

underloading, which can result in a loss oi information needed or a waste in

necessary bandwidth requirement for picture reconstruction.

Although the interframe techniques described in this report requires rather

complex hardware and software, the scheme cani be used at the ground :itation for

nynthiti• frnm' gvneration or frame replenishment. This unuld allow for relative

low frame rates without detrimental visual effects on the observer. The predictor

•Iorithm!, can easily be generalized to inrclde roll and simulation. It is the



conclusion of the authors that the practicnbi.ltty of such a scheme as described

in this chapter would require excessive complexity for use in the vehicle; however,

would be of value and easily implemented for synthetic frame generation at the

ground station. This would allow for relative slow frame rates without serious

disadvantages of flicker, etc.

There are several other possibilities using frame-to-frame techniques which

mijht be considered, such as using intrafraine transform techniques to first process

the picture and then use differential techniLques frame-to-frame. Such techniques

would have an advantage in that intreframe techniques would have already compressed

the data; therefore, relieving, somewhat, the memory requirements. In addition

the use of differential techniques on transform coefficients may lie less sensitive

to parameters such as the velocity, altitude, etc.

Due to the relative complex instrumentation required to implement these frame-

to frame techniques, the project monktor requested we terminate the emphasls on

frame-to-frane methods in favor of the more practical intraframe techiiiqu~s

4escribed in the next chapter.
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TW11ORY

,,1 Introduction bn

Recently there has been increased interest in a combination uf the ortho-

gonal trmistformation techniques arid DPCM [83-93]. A brief theoretical analysis

of the UPCNI and the traniformation teclniqtes arid their combinations, the Hybrid

Coding lochniques, are presented in Lhe Eollowliig sections. Relovunt to tele-

vision a•nd video data transmission, the processed data tire mssumed to be real

rwdom variables generated from a 4eparatoly-multidireiti-.il first order Markov

process,

Without loss of generality, these random variables are aswuned to have zero

muon and unity variance.

Fo' anitlytia.al purpo.e, the perforiiancos of the coding s4ysNms a ae mensured

'i: ing tho normalized inean-square erior critezion which is mathemiati.cally tractrible,

3,2, L)PCkI and Time Predictive Tcchniquer

Among the many lntraframe data compression techniques that have been investi-

gatod in rucenL ycars, u0e- ard two dicioensiunal ai ff•rential IPulsce (Adc 'odulatioh.

(t)ICVJ iiyM tomsi have received a vnnsideruhbl amount of attontiun. This is probably

due to Lts simplicity. Fig. 3,2.1 Illustrates by block diagramt the operatlon of

a IWCI encoder. In DPC" wyitows a differential signal vlis obtained by taking

the ditf'erenc,: botween thu uutplv value u U and Its predicted value Cý The111e

predi€ctud \ lu,-., gene ral 1,.' i rained 1,> takhg a i linear conmbination •f the pre.-

.•ainod pint,'",~ eIe;nent:;. Ihe %0. Iltlng 'oeft'i iunt! In thi s linear comnhriation

art, novralla ' d.-t 'rmlned by a: . r .riig known stit ton ary statlistics tfor the inage,

ihiL pro,•'. i llu:.tr:at d I ,I th- ' A,, i .,v i III
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"lhe dtfturence samples eij are uncorrelated for cases of stationary statis-

ti.cs and these difference samples are quantized and coded for transmission over

the chmnnel. 'Ilie rocoiver then reconstructs the waveform by a similar procedure

ivi shown in I ig. 32,1.

'The efficiency of tho coder not only depends on the difference samples

1lving uncor-r"latod but also on the variuncev; of the eii's. The variances of

these di•fierunce signal! are related to the number of sEmples ubed in predicting

6IJ and to the relative locations ci these samples with respect to the point

(i ,) I 'ir-hor 1-, 2- or n-dimensional, causal and noncausal OPl'M systems may be
uiod.

The oil" -dimeitional DPCNI encoder is fruquently preferred because of its

.xtromu sImpticity)' An analysis of JPCGI encoders using total mean-s4uarod error

I.•u1i ngL, the u fects of channel vrrors) as a mneasure of fidelity 1-.i given by

:,;ttman wid IYintz [15h], Results of Uiiis study indicato that the une-dimunsional

iMI,', ,:niodec gives good results using three bits per picture element (pal), J
,ibhort V178; de-signed a DPC2M codec (coder-decoder) which gives minimal subjective

impairmo',rt nasing four hito'lpixel, Ilahibi [?4] evlavated the pertorrmnce of an

Nt urder ORP(' systems for N ranging from I to 22 and compared it to the perfor-

mance of unitary transform techniques, Hih, results indicate that a VPCM system

usLng a third ot higher order predictor performs superior to all transform t.ch-

,iiqu.t whon th• sytum Is optimized for a particular picture, however, the

t-:nfiloim tIchni~tLe Is much less %ensitive to variaikon!, in pic.tiire, statistics

ti.:in aL•' I) .M iy:itms, More recently Ilh ib i 16,7,891 ha3 shown the relaitionship

1t.tiven thI. I)PCM and train form coding. A coIs.Idetable ntnmher of earlier -.nrks

1:1'(". hav,' hi. . ieported. O',1,,al IS.•,I15 ,lbZ gLvo,. both theoretical and

,d.a ,, , .,m tiot- i n I. tit'i 0') 111 ,; If [ ! p ic . ['hi UI.S.1 O(f 0t1 11tt DI'i.I



or delta modulotion has been studied by O'Neal [(79], More recently adaptive

data modulation schemesi have buen irvestignted. In adaptive delta modulation

the stop size is either increased or der.reosed dependinig on w~hether the modulator

ig in the slope overload region or the granular region. Mrny algorithms for

increasing or decreasing the step have been Investigated. Step size alteration

scheines can be either analoR or digital. Analog or continuous schemes measure

some property of the input signal, such as the average slope, and adjust the

stop size accordingly. •he digital nethods adjust the stop size only at certain

sampling instants using some type of algorithm based on previous digits, Several

studies using adaptive delta modulation schemes to transmit speech have been

reported. References [18O19SJ give results for both analog and digital compan-

ding. Since the clock rate required for theso tohniques Is rolatively high,

their usefulness for the RPV applicattion Is questionablo. It is possible that a

combination adaptivew delta modulation with other schemes such as I)D(biM might be

of Lmportance. In this case the adaptive delta modulator would be used essen-

tially as an mnalog-to-digital converter and the output bit stream would he

en:odeo in some other method such a.,y DI'CM bhroio transmission. '11lere hlar been

little reported in the literature on such schemes as applied to image processing,

Oliver [196] describe. n nadaptive delta nmodulatox for pictcrial data using over-

shoot compvniatiur' which operates satisfactorily using less than 3 bits/pixel.

Suverral other authors have investigated the use of DPCM and delta modulation [197-

2121.

Recently *bxin [91] and Jalin ad Angel 11711 has considered DPCM encoders

which are in terolati ve in nature wud indicute the relutionship between this type

ofI codinig "andI transtu'm c•.d ng. Thu c.•,,,irt tionul ruqu iremenis are shown to be

t.u ;-,1deralvy rr,i:. fur thilý LodiMX scheine thian r rt ru.o.,uriii cudino. and iperf'ormwuice

55
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almost equitvalent, However, in differential systems a major concern is the

sensitivity to noise, which has not been exploited for these types of systems.

Chang and Danaldson (173,174] investigate non-adaptive DPCM coders over noisy

channels with and without error correcting coding using arbitrary linear predic-

tors. The signal-to-noise ratio over previous sample feedback coders is shown

to increase approximately 2.6 dB for noiseless channels and 4 dB for noisy

channels, Optimization of the predictive coefficient for noisy channels is

shown to reduce the sensitivity o.f SNR to both variation in the input signal

and channel parameters without much degradation of the SNR below its optimum

value for error free channels,

O'Neal []77] has shown that DPCM followed by ontropy encoding performs

within 1,_ dB of Shannon's rate distortion function, which bounds the performance

of Any encoding system using minimum mean-sqtiare-error criterion, In this study

uniform quantiration Js used with entropy encoding; which increases the comple-

xity somewhat, JOyant (169) gives a tutorial type paper on I1C0, DPCM and DM

(delta modulation) for speech type signals,

DPCM CoderS a:Ve still of considerable interest due to their relative

simplicity, The primary disadvantage of differential coders Is their sensitivity

to signal statistics and to cheinel noise, I beliuwv that investigations of

methods to redice this sensitivity is still needed and once solved, would make

DPCM systems attractive for use i'i the RPV vehicle. The hardware simpllcities

would probably make it a strong contender for, these types of applications,

Time predictive techniques generally operate on data in such a way thait

the outputs of the data comprussor are actual samplc values of the input signal

or actual values within a specified toierant,. The.c tichniques Lnploy algo-

rithms using sim)le avcraging thchhiqUV.', p3lyrI1oiia' p,1.idcItoT:s, etc. A rattler

In.- ---~ .,.,.- - - - - - - -



completo listing of these te chniquCe i', gi il in tile lItCriJ, Fl':hiIL l R1 poI't
for Contract F33615-73-C-1233, June, 1974. These schemes rely on conventional

s.ipling and the u•e of a predetermined compression algorithm and generally

require that synchronization information or "sample tagging" be inserted before

transmission, thus reducing the overnll efficiency of the data compression

system. Systems relying on these techniques generally require a large buffer

storage and due to the rather minimal reduction ratios obtained (2 to 4 ill

most cases) do nut seem to be contenders for applications in the RPV.
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3.2.2 One-dimensional TraJisfonrations

The techniques of unitary (orthogunal) transformations have t'en developed

primarily from the point of view of redundancy reduction [12]. The objectives of

such a technique are to map the original image Into anuther domain such that the

redundant information is readily evident and is arranged in urder of decreasing

information rontent.

A one-dimenstoi.al unitary transformation can be presented by the block diagram

in Fig. 3,2.4,

Fig. 3,2,4, Schematic Dingramn of (On-dimensional Traniformatiun,

The coding systom shown in rig. 3,2,11 wi] 1 b" unalyzed uning ma trix methods,

The N image sample values can be represente:l by n caluinn vector ,, i [ NJ

in vwctor space S :onvist.ing of volunu vectos of dimen,4ion N. A linear orthogonal

operation L on S which transforms u into an Nxl column vector v - [vIv 2 ... vN]T

in S can he represented by the matrix multiplication:

v f Tu (3,2.1)

where the NxN matrix T is the matrix representation of the lineur operation L.

Flur orthogonal traisformation, T is mi orthogonal matrix, ie. T1 I ,"T (for

uonvanie•nce, T is assumed to be real) Ldnd the uLeeIviL., 01 the tra••'orm vector v

give the value, of transtform covfficomits, 'Ito inverst- optrution to retrieve u

is accompli3hed by the inverse tras•isorm1tuoti

u V r* (1 ., :)

- -- -- -



%heje TT is the transpose motri Y uf T

The best inversibi. traistsormation fur random data, linear or oth.,rwlse, for

efficient 4oding would be one which results In independent coefficients, Since

the problem of determining such a transformation ramains unsoived in general the

closest we cii get with linear transformattons Is one which pr~diiCes uncorrelated

coefficients, which in the case of gauisian signals, produces independent samples,

It has boen shown that the transformation matrix T which produces uncorrelated

coefficients is associated with the autocovarlance matrix Cu of the image vector:

C E (uu T ) (3,2.3)

Without loss of generality, we assume that the real random va: able uI h as zero

mean and unity variance. Since Cu As a real symmetric matrix It possesses a

complete nrthonormal net of eokonvectors corresponding to real eigenvalues. These

elgenvrctui's can le chosen to be real. A matrix I whuse rows are the ukionveatonr.

of Cu diagonizes the covarlaneu matrix G u. 'Ilie autocovariance matrix Cv of the

trwisform cuefficionts is given by

C m 'ICu .... ag

1hvre 2 N i;ru oien\lut.s rof the matriN ehura•'t ri •tic equatiun

C • X (3.2.4)

This transformat ioia has been known i,). !:\eral di fferent namiis such it- th- ol(on.

vector transformation [271, the Hotelling tr(uistormat,on 131, the Karhhunn-Loucve

tratisformatLon (7), or basis-restricted trwmformation [IJ0, lencutortl, it wil'

bt' ye refrrul t ' .. tht Karhut'ivihLui, ve tran f•)rrtntr on.

....... ....
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Other non-hasis restricted linear transformations (non-optimum) other than
the optimum eigenvector transformations have been investigated for use in Image

coding, n•hoe Include the Fourier transformation [23-301, the Hadamiard trans-

formations 133) (WaOsh (sequency-ordering) Hademard, Kronecker (natural) Hadan•ard,

PPley (dyadir-ordorirg) Hadanard a851, etc.), the Walsh-Haar transformation [35,

7.], the Discrete Cosine transformation [79,80J, the Slant transformation [75-

78], tht Dliscroto Linear basis transformation (88] etc,

Theoe non-optimum transformations produce only approximately uncorrelated

coeffiients, however, their computational difficulties are greatly reduced with

the advent of fast transform algorithms (94-108J. Furthermore, those transfor.

matLons systems can be more economically implemented than the theoretically

optimum Kurhunen-Loeve transformations,

'Mheoroticully, it has been shown that for data with autocorrelation mAtrix

havitng cl)clic-t ru.lational s)nmiutry, the atie.ov•rtancu matrix of the transtorim

coofficients it, diagonied using Fourier transformation. Furthermore, the

Wi:lsh-Hada&mrd transformation uncorrelates data with dyadic-Markov covariance

rntrix [401,

If thu transformation is 0hosen properly, the Information bearing transform

coofficivtitt tire miuiy oiders of itagnitude larger than those reflecting redundancy.

A comon practice with Fourier ainlysis is to assume that the low-'requGa€ci#% are

important while the high frequencies represent only noise. Pie high trequencies

may tion b• deleted in order to compresi, the datu.

Tlie proce.s of deleting high-frequenc)I terms may be represented by it proper

Ir'.' r I ope Oru't L1'I "

thet 'ooe populaiir tevii, "e t-juvncy' ha% t-e ;I't tti u d tIs Ikimtth J!4 its *' goentrali zed
Iriequen > ). ),,v, Iif,. t' it lid,4 .*ol the• ter, ?ts. 14.II% C'' a) ia.%outn t for the liunl et

'I ?s' ('-Lv



wilore It t N is the number of coeticlents to be retaint-d. I
2Thte NON triaicating mtatrix W s defined us.

u~hure the partitioned matrix I is the Identity matrix of order' ii.

111P COMPliflietl Matrix Wcof W can also be de~fined .

11 N -t 0 r 1 ](327
whure I N an I N -i nre identitv matric~es ut orders N and N-n, respectively, hi

rtericrt truncation p~rocess described by Aa~b ~hre the trufitatingij natrix W itu

def iii'd in P.- , 2.i) is~ :1 ,ilon-dap~ti.vt tei.chnique for retaini1ng tho-vii~et cofficitints

Ou oill 11t, awaVO i have thV I I.rgcs~t kar iait. vii orR~n~~), 'Mb 1iovtr i% some

t i lie.. refelaitd !~0 Lk.i 'zotlial sarip Iing' 1.171 or ''ge(met rI ;ai sampling"''. Aothei

atemrtative would lit' tu retain those cot'ffcicent,. whoie variatives exceed a pee

tlavei~hold. 1hist adi~litive teclhnique is ,tomettanes, referred to ms. "thresh~old

iarnpli ng' (bb j. W~hen threshold sa~mplin its v sed curta1in "bookkeepinga informiit aul

tnata spri~'ifv i' l4O tc~j~~ oeffi':if-1,12 haiVC o''-1 r-O~int' 11 t di (HL 111Icd) i.Uhl ah.' bCe

codud rot transmiksion.

Diac sample variaswus o( the cotifficents, presen.ated in FHM. 3-1.5 Cali he

inturliretud 11". gvntbr~ii a eod power 'puct ia of the# c'rigaitil dizt i. Note from F.g.

3 -t)u that all ft te I itil.,ar t rar-4formatimo,~ are ;approxkimattily equ.0 I) uffio Itent in

'1.1 lg11 oO1tkLvirii.-iM A c

the~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2 deiiu&4tttw~tn!rtl %,1 . -h- mlv httt rn
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~, .~dfor unt, *diiiii-is tonal Luo tar), tymis furnflatjunl I% i. CN 32, fi'uig~ fi r'st -

rMarl~o% daita, i.e. , the cuviarianze matrix~ is a 1ouiplltzz matrix of the form

C V~~~ 1(3.2.8)

llieor'e ic'l vesenrches haive shoiimi, that wh~en compared with other linear

:rn, oiti~rIin )1), *.-ýiltiuniet A~uvu , thiŽ Karhunit 1,~-oeve 1.11 t rwuisformation

tilt maAimilm itinuuflt of ctrukaitve varian.e into tho fi r~t ni

cotli.kents (for anyl) n);

t it! c I ii n %, ',. the ?niU,-an quared awiup Iing error due to the t runcationi

I, . I r Hit wa-iiti ktJJuic tio~n error Is gi vt'n liy:

t i: Ll nV U 3 . )

a I.Ia 1 . 1)t I ~ 1kl. d t C1I

I V 1: t't:' tui ~1u.1Iru 1:Oi c 11dU g er I',)I kimi~ 11 g 1LIV. I r .": 1 ' I t l I, Oll

!w ýt r,;T ( o the t riinvat ioni vrvit Jl thle .Iuan~t ;it .;I i*sio%:.lato

ýtl ;' u-Itl':I ellntt e

I I' 0



3.2.3 'the Ijifects of• One-Diiw:nsional Techiques on 'luo-Dimesionai bata

muh baid-limited Analog stin•l is sampLed in both the horizontal and the

vertical directio.ni. The input pictorial data may be represented by an MxN matrix

1) of discrete Intensity levels uljJ), I a 1,2 .., M; j a 1,2 .. N, In subsequent

analysis the sampling error will be ignored.

Thooretlically relevant to talevisiown Ld facsimile transmission, the image

mia' be asstunod as a two-dim,in-tional first-order Markov procuss. Let u(i,j) be a

real, stationary random variable with zero totum, unity variance and autocorrelation

Ru (i~jk1) - F. (u(i,j)u(k,,)) A, 0 li- ] yl-lX

where 0 - p P y - I and i,k , 2 ., M N3,].i1)

J, * 1, 2, N

The input data is thus separately correlated in all directiuns. '1Te Impti..

cat ion o f this 1ns i c as suimiptJ t .-f curre I nIt nIt s.cp.trilteivm s lpl i ed to ,ys t, ur

Util s,ng one .tIC wensiona IWDCI or tmitary truiisfcrmatiol, tohnlites is conidered

in the following sections. Without lus'; o(f' getnocality, we assume that the one

dierisional. DPOI or transformation is performed in the horizontal direction,

A Oie-s-itmenstonal Differential PCM

In u one*.dimevsiena! IiI'CM (or sbt ordoz UPCH) system, thL. difovireice (erior'

value between an Input sample value and !ts estimate is quantized, coded and

transmitted to the receiver,

It ha:. been %hown thiut fur •st order Mcrkov prucv,.-;, thr best C'ausl linear.

ostlmat" 6(i,J), in the mean..quared error sunse, of the next sample value u(i,,)

based un the most recent samlple w'luL- avai lii'he on the same line ulI ,j. I) is:

~~~~ ~. . . .. . . ......... ...



where p is tho correlation coefficient of horizontally adjacent sample values as

defined in (3.2.11).

A linear predictive oncodor forms this estimate (1 CJ) and transmitted the

dlference or error

e(.ij • u(t")) .. Xu(tj-1) (m.2.13)

j n 2, 3, N

where v(ij) a 0, for J - I

This procoess is continued along the entire line of the input picture und is

,vvrtically reset at the beginning of the next line. The two-dimensional sequence

of error samples e(1,j) forms an MOxN matrix H representing the error picture,

'llio two-dimensional autouorrelation function of the error samples is

ke ( ,j k,),I) - I {ti(l,j)e~k ,l); (,.,,.14)

It Can lie .Rh*wn that

I -kJ 2R (i.-kl R (1&1 0•, Os)

6hivre 6 Is the KronecIer delta function.

Ii it predictiun coefficivnt A other thMn the opJimum (P x) is used, where

0 - A S I, it cmi be shown that

H(I .-IL. .1 P Ii 1ý hl+A2.) 13*I A CL Ji.1 1 IJi I)]~,,b

lHi horizunt iý' ad the vortical cerclatit'n futnt, on-. of the error sanmples cain Ie

ObttlilUdL1 sepairately by 9-tting i-k 0 and i-I - 0, reoipectively. I'he hori.zontal

'U l't'Q Latloi 1'1111 t i'f l o1 tlw di 0 C lit'l'VI '01 p : n ' II:n ld - uh ith i l iv yptilmimi and thc

('I-



non-optimum prediction coefficients are, respectively

RI (0,J-I) * (1-0x ) 2 ji (3.2,17)

and ke (O,j.l) * (1 + A2 ) ox >11l A I (3,2,18)

We can observe that the one-dimensional UPCM performed along the x-direction forms

a sequence of error samploe whoso horizootaa corsilation is reduced or, in case of

optimum prediction, is zero.

The vertical corrulation functions are

S(Uk,0) a (1-oa2) x (3,219)

and I9 (i-k,0) a [I- x2 (A.p X) 2 (3,2,20)

Eiluations (3.2,19) and (3,2,20) indicate that the vertical correl•tion fuiction of
li-k) 't'hus, a one-

thu erroe !%amplei retains the reiginal fun~ttonal form, p u

Jikensilunal DPCM performing an one-directiun reduces the Cnrrlation in that

direction hut. does not affect the correlation in the other dlrection,

Tho above observation 14 conformed with the thoorotical results of optimum.

UPCM techniques where a two-dimensional (or 3rd order) UPCM must he used to reduce

the corn,' lati.on In beth dl t r .cL7 oti., a, tumin, a two-di,•lisii• m•lI I,-it <rdor r NIaiov

prr)cusS,

bs One-lilmiinsionul Orth~ogonal Trans formation%

The objec.•ives of orthogonal tranwitouinrat its aru to ropretrit the orlisin|a

linage in rnuthtr forni !uch th'it th o rudundanut ii fotrmi t ion k, ro•' dil" t, vilent .111d

iL airr•nged In order of decrea-ing inforrmation cuntwnt.

In thi•' suctio'ml l Ot l u atI ')g aioti,N all prol i, i|ill he t r'v d ý'd kl.

I, *,

S...... ..... ." .. i~i '• lil )i '•m ' i . .. .......• *i i •I I" - -i .. .. "- - • i• • :•.w- ,:I



The input image miatri U of' Jimen.,,Lot, '1N i ,4euo to be LUomPq-,ed of 1.1 (IxN)

ruw-vectori uP, i - 1 .. , M. The autocovariance matrix C of u. is:

Cu T (3, 2,2()

From (3,2.21), we have

mI ox OxI€ N-I

pCu " 1 0 x 'xN 2  (3.2.22)

N-1 N-2

which is a Toiplktz matrix (18).

Vi, 3.2.7. Schematic IDi•gram of it One.dirension OrthogIonal
Ti wjA~ fu rm'n t on,

Iet'orr'tri to Fig. 3,2,7, the Ilnear transformation of the origiala1 image cain

tie rn,,mae•ented ny a matriA miultipli•'ation:

V NI T

where T 1% the matrix, ruproeulntiita tion ui ani orthomona•a !Lraii.,ifutrint IaIon what h m it) h)k.

'r , -real or vomp lox, ., ., IT =I , In the trauiiform domain, the tnruimsfurmed sisuip It,

vector v hai, autocuvartanta;u matrix

U'C V IC I' (v 2,.)

V u



[ ~~~It has [)cn s.ho~~n Ocrt tilt opt i n.uni(Ii umi ~~')trni~niti di agonil ue

rtey iutocovarlaa'ce matrix~ C l Ti.v di&4:onai lem 'ents of the~ ditigunal Pintrix C: 1-

real otgenvalu.e' of the, 'Iueplitr matrix C I ie.

C " diag (Xi A X..'

wh r A X
1 2 N

Wheni non-haM is - rest rii cted trans formnations 1110 usedL, suvh a~its -hdnn d

IWalh-linar, 1'uurier, Uiscrate Cosine, Slant, aet. ,the off-diagunal uleirmnts of

C1have non-zero vAlue,% but the correlation of adjacent transformed coeffi'iunits i~i

ii ilsn reduced compared to the orlitliial iiango.

Ilia vortical t~orrolat ion oC ad iaicont hloc~k:4 of treui uWoed cat oI1 bici ts cim

bil obtal ii'd us fol lows,

Fromt(.~3 a transfo'rm coutt-icieuut %'(i J) of, trjkll~ of 'kt) )Vlh

Fovitile I 81~i~~t th. 11A)1Ll a) i:

R (tI ,kjh,) * F I*)" j)I

rel

V.1

tllq,~~~~~~~ %:thn.. he. t-01

I l t I I Di~t it MUM 4 1'11- f*1MII 191 1i 4 kiId tilt- 'i ill' %.I 1 t1-1 1

I, i ll th , .1 '-11VI l i , tl -



Fromi 13.2. 7) it cwi be~ seun thlit the 1.11 Vz '~UrM Lkitt11 C! Ut 1 hAVO di f tr.-lit

tntagnitudes of informiatlun content, Howtiver, the curruiutiotiu of etIiofficunti of'

the s~ame order normitlizod to their reprctive varlunce.ol retain the Fi.nc.tionu1

form P Y o f thta vearti cal (;orre i~it ion of the on )ginIat ifnaget fit the IputkLa)

d-:%ma 1 n ,Thus, as In the provio~au cuti of ono -di met%%ion al UWCN, the n-irvhoii

ort-hogonal trwis tor~nrktion , ot thetr upt imumI or iiun-opt lwiium, paviitrifvd onl liotiot~tL

bii.cks of data decorrelatas the* resulting trialsfor' coeff lcIonlt li t~hat di rection

but doomi not affuct then vertical correlation,

Surunei-ily, with the hiaute mu'timption of~ representing tits kni,0' imap~ by a

setao two-dimensiortrni first-order Mark-ov prucototioedat~u techniqutili

(IbPI:'NI or train~fom.atlion) usti only~ doi~orruluate tho utiopped Image Hin thei dihrv'c:tkot

of opera~tion. 11iu redtuindajy Inherent tin tit,. o.thor diretitoni run-s Intact anid

a~nothe r u~operition ubhou Id loe donc ti thait dieoct ion , o theri by N101~ or u rtl io)4luns

t run.' format.i on, Iit ir~lu r thait all rotdulidtint* is to be~ i'Ic CtI rum, vedA A two-

~lfhI4li~d~th I0tilt Iioi Iu~ its ubt alind by* it voitilnatio of int-fLdimunl ~siona twol anti

fNoi ki) ?iuuujiui5 u-1::5:: uniI tmill it inn r'Itns tila Ion ur i m untI*;it I it,

(31 T 1 uutw f urrm-141 LM1

iind (4) 111TH. I I'il 1 11.

11Vlu~Iast twvo tvOtliii 'uq's mlt'iot untd ai'o%'e f-Ohiii 1 tht, 11ybrid COdili ,u~iwthod-

w1111:11 alet di!*t Lnct hy thut 1 rol'ieptctiveo rtlhi otit' olrut ions.

17 h u il -. Itl iV IItIlg IIw .1 .- 1 , 14 .tl' -I 1 1 ' tIkli
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I1
vertLkui directiooi (in Fig. 3.2.9) It can he seen thait the vertical correlation

of the error picturr is signiticantly snmller than that of the original imago,

but so also is the horizontal correlation. Thi.; deviation from the theoretical

analysis witnesses a a ueationable probler on the relative valLdity of the basic

asstimption of directionally-sor.arate correition. Thus in reality there exist. a

certain degree of operational dependence contradicting with the directional-

independence implicit in the *fore-mentioned theoretical analysis.

A DIPM operation performed in one direction doe% affect the correlation in

the remaininl direction. In a particular picture of interest, the "Aerial

photograph", a DPCN operation in the horizontal direction redaces the verticail

correlation to such an vxte;it that any two-dimenmional technique introduced

above does uot appear to have significant advAntages over the one-dimensional

scheme. Thest rosults aie shonm in Fiqs. 3.2.10 and 3.2,11. The "Aerial photo..

-rmph" used in obtaining these re',ult.s contained several Storage tank.s ,o(ateul

In .el'Is.

A similar phenomenon also exists in reality using one-dimensonal orthogonal

trans•orm'atlon, In the foregoing disc'issionn in relation with equat lo ..
it has been shown theoretically that a or.e#4imensional transformation performed

in one direction does not aftect the -.orrelation pattern in the rcmanning

direction Ref,'rilng to, rig, 3.2,12 w0,10 pre•ent. the vertical onr-elemem

delny correlation of the l6 transform roefticietits resulting tio, a one-

dimensional Wilih-IIahiAsard transt'orntawttn In the horI:ontal diiroction of the

pIcture% ci' the l'nk an.I the rrt.-O, it ran he tit er that the rorrelattor ietweun

Cdjuu~ n -~ u~i trm . .. ~f ic i nt s vir it-4 irn;red i c tali' ty - I sequenektos

Hai . *:.LI. sbow.. th, viur wi o. (r it the tj ailtttisot c f l I l t. is11in :1 u[ll.

divien. -ini I ilndiumnardi trin• lt',,',1 1'n n"• 1,11'14 -i t. ft' It, And I2.. . " .' .

nhuw V tho v 1.. I t- I th' di I*L't'I n '' hut 'u "k t ( 1 1t,t P !- 1t - C P it' Of tlur

k7
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Fig. 3.2.12 Ono-Dimenitonal Hudamard(Iforizontal) Vertical. Currelatiotn
of Transform Coeftfidents(One Element DWay),
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Variance
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Fig.3.2.i3. Variance ofa Tranhiorm CoeffiLients of the One-Dimensional

hiadamard Transform of PCM Picture.
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Fig. 3,2.14. Varlanco of the (ne.)Dimentioital Hsdamard Tran4form Coefficient

Differencis of the PCNM Picture,
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same sequency. these are the results obtainod in making a one-dimensional trans-

form in the horizontal direction and taking the difference in the vertical

directicin, These results indicate that there appears to be little advantage in

performing DPCM in the vertical direction, It should also be noticed that the

variances of the difference signmls tend to level off at a relative high level,

indicatin2 that all coefficients of order h.gher than 20 are of equal importaance,

Fig. 3.3.15 shows the variances of the one-dimensional Hadamard tra.sform coeffi-

ctetts of the difference picture, To obtain these results DPCM techniques are

used in the horizontal direction and transform techniques in the vertical

direction using the "Aerial photograph". Again no significant improvement is

s.Den in using this two-dimensional Hybrid technique over the one-dimensional

scheme, It is again apparent that coefficients after order 15 are of equal

importance. These res3ults tend to indicate that little is gained from the two-

dimensional Hybrid schemes for this type of picture,

Fig. 3,2.16 shows the variances of the one-dimensional l!ndemard tran3form

coefficients of the difference picture. Note that in this case the use of the

two-dimensional Hybrid scheme gives good results, The variances of the higher

order coefficients decrease continuously, with the higher order terms becoming

insignificant. Similar results are shown in Fig. 3.2.17 usinj the Transform-

DPCM technique, These results, using the ptcture of a "Face" (a still picture

of a face of a woman), are in direct contrast with those obtair'ed using the

"Aerial photograph" and indicate that unless the correlation is high in both

spatial directions little is gained in using a two-dimensional scheme,

Figs. 3.2,18 and 3.2,19 show the percentage of energy contained in the

coefficients for the one-dimensional Hadamard trainsformation, the difference

of transform coefficients and the transform of diEfornnce samples for the

scenes of the "Face" and the "Aerial phot.njrupli", When only a portion of the
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coefflcionts are retained for further proce.ising, the performarnce of a hybrid

coding rcheme would give better rusults for the scene of the "Face" than for the

"Aerial photograph" as far as truncation errors are concerned.
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3.2.4 T'ro-Umansional Trans furmations

If the original image is arrmnged into an NxN matrix U with sample elemnwnts

uti,J), ij - 1, 2, .. N, a two-dimensional orthogonal transformation T operates

.:i U and produces a matrix V uf transform Loefficients v(1,J), ij 1, 2, ._, N

is givon by

TV = TUT (3.2.28)

The lnverie operation nn V to retrieve U is accomplished by

U a T VT (3.2.29)

A gener.:lized two.dlmensional transformation and iis inverse may be defined

V 1, ri'2T (3,2.30)1 2

and U T TIV'r (.,1

I and rare orthogonal matrices and, in Seneral, T1 V T. Equation

(3.2.30) ivd (3,2,31) will he identical to (3.2.28) and (3.2..9), respectively,

Wh ,en I I 'r 2 .

Th• generalized wO.dinlCn.lionUl transformatiun defined by (3...3[) may be

corniidared as an extension of one-dimensional scheme by suparating the former into

tw.o independent procedures a follows:

(1l A one-dlmonsional transfrv'iration TI opurates un the coluinn% u" U to

produco ;a Lntermediate matr'x V't i.u, V . '-r U (3.2.32)

(2J ~I~ n :ou•fticiont matri x V is obtained hy u sek'ond oric-diimenstinal traiis -

Formatiun T, op,'ri..Ing on V', i.. V V'T.,T (3.2.33)



Cle-arLy, both the ortc-dimensional transformation (3.2.2) and thf. two-dimenbLonal

trunsformation (3,2.30) result in a set of coefficients oanh of which is a linear

combination of the data sample values,

The characteristics of one-dimensional transformations dibcussed in preceding

iections can be similarly applied to the two-dimensional case, From (3.2.32), a

column CO ) of the intermediate matrix V' is expressed by:

, • T1 cu (3.2.34) ].•

V .j

wher c uj is rile jth column of the image matrix U,

'fli Input itivile u(ij) is modelled as a real random variable of a two. .,

dimensional Markov process ,qhose cturrslation function Is defined in (3.2,35), I.e.
li-kl Ox ~(3.2.3), i.e. F'

E (u(l,J~u(k,1)) * 0oy Ilk -lC,,I

yuThe colutmn covar ianco m atrix G:y Y f an'd t o u~m • j , , . . i !

obtained from (3,2.35) to he

r~ oYN'"|(3 a
C y u ~ U - l u j u j } • py I

Oy o

1ro. ru ..•lt of the precrdi i,,•V ct ioi, if the row:. o' f th v t rantf ormat i on

initri T' I arc eignvetors a.Aioc1ated with eigenvalue X yk k- 1, 2, ... N of the

olumn covar1ancu matrix Cyu then the elements ,f column vector Cvtj are uncorre-

laitd. The Karht|lien-loieve trsftormarnon rI operatingI on Mll columns of U

produces tua interrmediate matrix V' ,hich Li coomposud of iincorrelated coluzmrs, i.e,

thl covari it,:v mat ri.x of each zoluinn c • i' s diagonal:

, d (\ \ . ., , (3,2.378
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with X > 2> > , yN foi all J , 2, N.

From results of the theoretical analysis of one-dimens~onal transformations,

it can be seen that the row correiatkon of the transform values of V' is affected

by the decorreiation process using one-dimensional eigunvector transfomalion T1 ,

The row-correlation of element v'(ij) of row r can be written us

E {v'CIJ)v'(Ik)) i a ji-kI (3,2,38)

The row covariance matrix of rv,1 is

S... 0 N-I

CXV|. ({rv|i r Vii X yi !n 1 p (3.2.39)

From (3.2,2) a row rVi of the transform matrix V is expressed by

r r TT

or r T T2 rv,iT (3.2.40)

Then If the rows of T are eigenvectirs associated with elgenvalues k

1, 2, ,,. 4 of the row covjartance matrix C v* the elements of the row vector r

i

are uncorrelated. The row covariance matrix of row rvi Is:

C * dia gl[X A X 3 2. 1

xv yi xl x2 X(3,241)

I * 1, 2, ,,, N.
To conclude, the two-dimensional transformation in (3,2.30) with individual

Karhunen-Loove transfonrations T I and T"2 properly chosen, produces a transform

coef~icient matr' x wtiose elements are iincorreldtad in all dtitct:i on. 'Te

variance% of tronsform coefficienti aro tlif'n.rent. in magnituid., 1buis thO ln':or-

matien conttents of each coefittciut is difi eruni,
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In ,uch a case, the ýariunco of a transform coefficient v(i,j) is given by

2 2SCi - E (v (i,J)} • xi x yj (3.2.42)

The transform matrices T and T are associated witn the vertical correlation1 2

coefficic.'t Py and the horizontal correlation coefficient Px, respectively. In

general p x 0 P y, hence TI 0 T,

The non basis-restricted transformations, as their names implies, are indepun.

dent of the statistical char hceristics of the image.

Therefore, two-dimeruional orthogonal transformations and thir inverses

using Discrete Fourier, Hadamaid, Haar matrices, etc. are defined using (3,2,28)

and (3,2.29) respect.ively.

Retaining the n coefficients with the largest variances by a series trans-

action process can be viewed as a "zonal filtering" or "masking" in the trans'orm

domain 1,27],

Similar to the one-dimensional case, the mean-square-approximation error due

tco the truncation process in reconstructing the original image by nn inverse trans-

formatior is given by the variances of the retained coefficients, i,..

2z . 1 _ I E a 2 (i,j) (3.2,43.a)

When avahunen-Loe've transformation is used, a" (ij) is given by (3.2.42),

And the total system mean-square coding error including the quantization error

encountered in quantizing the retained coefficients for transmLssion in similarly

obtained as:

2 2 I 2
2,(,j) + ; r q j (3.2,43,b)

£ ) N i, i (

assLImLng a noiseless tryI~smtssLon chann•l,
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3,3 Hybrid Coin Techniques

OWe of the most inportant objoctives of an efficient coding system is to

produce uncorrelated sample values even if they are not necessarily independent,

For images whose picture-elements (pels) are correlated in all directions,

onze-dimer.sional techniques are not sufficýient in removing all redundancy which

is inherently embodied in the image.

At present we are ='oncernod with the techniques of DPCM and orthogonal

transformations. A two.dimensional scheme can be introduced by any possible

combination of r,,e-dimensional DPCM and one-dimensional transformations:

(1) DPCM-DPCM,

(2) Transform-Transform,

(3) 'lrans.form-DPCM,

and (4) DPC14-rransform.

Yap first two combinations are identically equivalent to the third-order (3- F

pcint) DPCM and the two-dimensional transformation, respectively, The last two

combinations constitute the Hybrid Codlrg Technique which is the subject of this

section.

3.3A Truisform-DPCM Coding System

As implied by i.t.s name, the Transform-DPCM techiique results in a coding

system in which the transform coefficients produced by a one-dimansional ortho-

gonal transformation in the horizontal (vertical direction) are subjected to a

predictive quantizing system operating along the vertical (horizontal) direction.

Wlthuut loss of generality, we assume that n one-dimensional transfomation

of individual rowb of the image matrix, i.e,, in the horizontal direction, produces

a transform coefficl.ent i;,atii~x %hosv• individual columns are subjected to DPCi

coding. The block diagram of the rropcsed lybrid sysviim Is shown in Fig. 3.3.1.
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I

The first stop in implementing a Transform-DPCM system is tn divide the MxM

Lmage matrix into a set of nonoverlapping rows of N pels where N 2 is an

integer multiple of M, as illustrated In Fig. 3.3.2.
M 2

The image is thus a collection of L, L vectors of dimension N. For

simplicity we will consider only the first vertical subset of M vectors and let

ul u2 ',.. u denote the colleution of M data row vectors) i.e., u1 * (u(i1 l)

uCi,2).., u(i,N)]
N

M x EXX Lx.x

Pig, 3.3.2. The Partitioning of MxM Image Into lxN Subimages.

Each data vector ui, i 1 , 2, .. H is projected into ar N-dimensional coef-

ficient vector Vxi - [v(i,l) v(i,2)... V(i,N)] using a one-dimensional orthogonal

transforniation represented by a NxN matrix T whose rows form a complete ortho-

normal sct of basis vectors T', VT21 .. rN' The Ith cooffi cier,.t .ow is givwn b.'

Vxi' T u T3.3..)

where the ij th element is:

vOa,J J ui T ; 1 1,2, M (3.3.2)
j u 1,2, .. , N

SLice th,• data vecturs Utk arc verticully adjacunt It' the spatial domain, their

correspunding transform coeffichnt vecturs vk wtll also be verticully correlated,
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The column correlation of the jth transform coefficient v(i 1j) is given by

C(vI ,J)LV( k,j)} 2 Ivki (3.3.3)

whqre a2 is vari3nce of that the o transtorn foefcicient. In therarm case

normlizd t thir ~or~spndig vr1.~nco invarouscolmnsof hpartiful rmods

vi 2 jthof Kavhunen-Loeve transformation, a vi A •xj the eigervaluo of the Toiplitz

covariac •Jle trix

£xN-I . , -

array are identical to the correlation of image samples in the vertical direction,

This functional relationship is invariant to the different types of tra~isforniation

employed - basis-restricted or non basis.restrictod.

I
A number of' different DPCNI coders are subsequently used to encode the

individual columns of the retained transform coefficients. Note that in all the

ODPCl orders the same feedback coefficient is employed r~suitlng from the identical

normalized correlation of coefficients ot all sequencoes.

Studies or linear prediction theory have slhown that for first-ord ir eirkov

prociss, tiol rptlmut linear estimate, in the lest mean-square pedLiction error

seinse, of a transform coefficient v(ij) can be obtained from the previous coef

thfi.Iaent in the transform column, ie,

v(iJ) - oy v(i-I,4) (3,3,S)
" 2, 3,.,, N ,

In the follo% ili discussion, w• will analyp.e the performanuc of th, Tr4nsfolm-

LUi:NI Hybrid coding system ui.ing a prediction coefFii ,nt which cran tther be

.. .....



optimwn or non-optimum. To extund our generalizatloli further, we will assume that

it is possible to use different prediction coesEicients AP, A2 " A n for different

DPCM coders, i.e.

v~,J •Aj v(i-1,J) (:•3,36)

The coefficient difference or error

d(ij) - v(i,j) - v~ il,J) A3-7)

is quantized and coded for transmission.

At the recew•vo' end, the channel-corrupted somple value a (ij) is added to

the predicted sawple V^a(iJ) to reconstruct the coefficient V (ij) which is a

corrupted version of transform coefficient v(ij), i a.

V aii A v (1j
, - ~.,j) * A1 v0 (i-1,J) (3,3,8)

Finally, an Inverse transformation operating on aach row of v (ij) reconstructs

the image,

The output sample vectnr uo1 a [uo(i,1) Uo (1,2) .. (iN)] re. ulting from

the hybrid codinp of input image vector ui within some degree of error. For

mAthematical trac.abllity, Lhe objective performance o(: the p;-uposed cudinj system

are measured by the total mean-square coding error

2 1 N T
CTD E E u I.-u oi) (ui.uo)T} (3.3.9)

The tutal system mean-.square-error defined in (3.3,9) will he evaluated in the

following Wlalysl4, IFor clarity, the J bý'IC coder is shuwn here for further

reference (Hig, 3,3,3)



v(isj) A DeaVO

V(j

Fig. 3.3,3. The h DPCm Coder,

Referring to Fig. 3.3.3, tho predicted coefficient ^(ij) the transmitter c4n be

expressed by

0 (kj) * Aj [I(i-1,J) . V (i-1,J)] (3,.310)

The sequence of predicted trmnsform koefficients can be derived from (3,3,10) ag

( (i-L,J) Aj [e(i-2,J) + V4 (i-2,j)j

( (i-k,j) A (e(i.k.1,J) * C (i-k-I,J)] (3,3.11)

or; (iJ) - E A e(i-k,j) (3,3,12)
k-1

At the receiver, the pridicted coefficient ý (•,j) ran be sirilirly expressed by

consoiderii-,

Cij(1) - A v 4i-11j) (1., 313)

Since v 1-1,j - et (1-1,j) * v ~'1,), (3.3.13) can be rewritten as
0 0

ýo (ij) • A• (0 (i-.,J) 0 % (i-1,j) [3,,14)

'L'h sequonca of predicted coesFlcient reconstructed tt the recoiver is derived from

(3,3,14) :
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V0 (1.IJ) [ Aj [o 0 (i-2,J + -

0o (i-kj) a Aj [(A Uk-lj) + o(i-k-,J~l] (3.3.14)

Hence, v (ij) can be approximated as

M
V (01j) E r Ajk * (i-kj) (3.3.15)

0 kal '~ 0

From (3,3,12) and (3.3.15) the transform coefficient v(ij) and its corrupted

version v0 (ij) are obtained referri.tg to Fig, 3.3.3,

M k
v(iJ) E r A e(i-kj)- q(i,j) (3.3.16)

kwOM k
and V 0(,) T . A ao(i-k.j) (3.3,17)

whe.'- q(i j) a(ij)-d(iJ) is the quantizing noise associated with tzansform

differonce d(i ,,)

the reconstructed image sample u o(i,j) is obtained by the inverse tirthoqonal

transformation T" whre T"* ((1,)T of the noise-affected coefficients

v oi,i), Vo(1,2), ,,, Vo(1,n) end can be o:pressed as:

Uo(Il) - L O(rj) vo0(i,r) (,,8
r-l

Sim~larly, the image sarnple u(ij) can be considered as remulting from the

inve'se troiistormotk.on 1"u t coefficients v(i,l), v(i,2), ,., v(i,N), i.e,

N
u(ij) a r ýCrj) v(i,r) (•.3,1,)

ru j

Th' reconstruction qrroi r( u C1j)-u (iJ) if. calculated usiiig (3.3.16),

(.3.317), (3,3.18) and (3toi) to 'Iold

L ....
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N n
'U j) • I *(r.j) v(ir) - . •(r,j)q(i,r)

rn M

E E A k (rj) C(i-k.j) (3.3.20)
1-l k=O

where m(aj) 'e, is the channel error resultino e rom transmitting

22

ýath over a noisy channel. The total sys.tem mean-squared error c2t defined

Irk (3,3,.9) is rewritten as;

M N
'TD No i'I Jul

Terry and Clark [139 ) have shown that if the quantization process is done in

an optimum mariner, the channel error and the quant3.zation errov are independent.

It has also been shown that whon the quentization is done finely, we can assume

thn quantiznt.io~i noise and the quantized sample independent. Fur~thermore, since

df,).v~i,j)-A v~i-1,J) is a finite linear combination of transform cooffi-

cent 2he assumption of COrlatedness between the transform and ed

the quntizatiorn noise folowst ResDsictine ourcelves to the above approxLmation,

the tonI sstem•t odinf error €D in (3.3,21) € t be fortmulated as:

2 1 N 2 1 2
CTD E - r E• r

M n M 2

iml Jul kO

wher a t the vari%,.ce of the 3th ransform coofficiont and aq the variance of
vj q

qui~rtizat~ion noise in the J th UPCM systems. Recalling that the hio',.:ontal

covariance matrix of transform coefficien|t C xvIs the orthogonal trans fo-Liation of

thi horizorntal covariance matrix of the original image C Ie. C TCxu rT and
xu' xv xu

that orthogonal transformation pre-urv•s the trene of the traniformed matrix, i.e.

97
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Trace (Cxv Trace (C

N 2or r a v N L3.S. 23)

The above relationship can be applied to (3,3,22) and the total system meoan.

square error cnn then be erpressod in xnlation with the n retained transform

coefficients,

nna2  2 +. 1 n a a2

TD jl jl qj

E Z C A .(a2 i.k,.)) (3.3.4)
1. j"l kO J

1 .9
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3.3 9 The DPCI-Truisform Syst.em

To complete the lost of all possible combitiations of one-dimenkional tech-

niques emphasizing on the decorrelating of multidimensionally-correlated data, we

propose the DPCN-Transfori hybrid coding system " illustrated in Fig. 3.3.4,

As the designation Imp)lies, the fPCM-TrmAsforn system employs at 'the trr--.

mitter and the receiver, one-dimensional orthogonal transformation of the

differences or errors between the image sample values and their corresponding

estimates. The traniformvd differences are then quasntized and coded for trann-

mission, A reverse process at the reciver end reconstructs the image namples

within an acceptable limit of degradation. A simplified block diagram of the DPC.%I-

Transform coding system is shown in Fig. 3.3,S.
d(ij) V0(id)

Fig. 3.3,5. Sitmlifiel ?lock Diagram of the U'"Chl.Transform
Codirs S,,I ttl,.

'rh DPCM.-Transform system Is basically a modified onie-dimonsionai VPCM cuder in

which onu-dlmenstoral orthoponil transformution processes are incorporated to

further explnit the directionil correlation ul iliput imnage which calriLt be

completely removed by the nne-dimensional PCNM proceo• alcke,

In te tfollowing di.;,•ssion, the s.ystum ,iperatiLc.n iet'' out!;.n.

lb,'flhnif Ohnt, without loss u" gonerality, th. L•C1 pruocess operutes on columns

of: Liniugip matrix (1.e6, iii the vorticol di rectiun) mid the. ort!logonail tran.tor•uiatin
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on rows of the resulting DPC0I-differenco sampies. Referring to Fig. S.3.4 an N-

dirensioned image row vector u ,- (u(i,).. u(i,N)l is subtracted from its estimate

given by a& - [u(il)...,(iN)] using N identical systems of delays, attvnuators

and tomparators. The resultini image difference row vector d, - [dml,l).,d(iN)]

ib subjected to a one-dimensio-al orthogonal transformation process to produce a

transtfom coefficient row vir •(%l(,l),.,v(ihN) whose elements of less significant

information-content are d&scarded and those retained are quantized and coded for

transmission, These coded coe.ficients which will be subsequently transmitted are

also fad back through an inverse transformation process to produce an approximatod

verailon of the Image vector ui whose delayed values are attenuated to furnish the

estimate row vector in the next UPOI-operat1on. The process is continued in

this fashion along the vertical direction for all rows of the jimage sample matrix.

In addition to the truncation er:or and the quantization error encountered at the

transmittex, the coded transforn coetficients which are traismitted to the receivor,

in general, would be contominated by noioi in the transmi'saion chmanel and their

nols, verrions are Inversely transforined to riproduce an approximated diffarence

vector do,. • tdC,l.,,,do(i,N', The output row vector uoi • (uo(i,l),,uo (1,N)]

which is the reconstructed version of the image data vnctor u is obtained by

a~ddinp its estimate, which is also affected by noisy channel, to the difference

vector d0 . Referring to Fla. 3.3.5, the transform coefficient of the difference

sample can le expressed as

N

r, 1

or inv'etrsely,

IN
d(L , E) * I ;(',)JvI1,rJ (3,3.2b.b)

r-l
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At the receivor the estima-ze i(ij) carn be expressed as

u(i,j) * A [d'(i-I,J) + ý(i-lj)] (3.3.26.a)

The ,equence of estinatad values are obtained from (3.3.26.a), i~e.

G(i-1,j) u A [d' (.-2,j) - u(i-2,j)]

S, =A [d'(i-k-l,J) 6 fi(i.k-lj)] (3,3.26.b)

or G(i,j) - Ak d'(i-k,j) (3,3,27,a)

At the receiver the sequence of estimate values (o(ij) which are the appioximate

versions of U(i,j) can be similarly written as:

(iio(i,J) u Ak d (i-k,j) (3.3,27,b)

rhe approximnations of the difference sample - c' (ij) and do(i,.I) - are ont-

dimensional transform coefiicients of the transmitted signal sequence and the

ricelved signal sequence, respectively, i,e.

n
d,(i,.j) . O(r,j) rv(ir) + q(i,r)l (3.3,28.a)

r-l

n
and d(i,j) * L 0 (r,j) (v(ir) + q(i ,r) , c(i,r)] (3.3,28.b)

r-l

Usintg (3.3.25.b)

N N n
d'li,j) - d(ij) - E •(r,j)O(rr')d(i r') * E J(r,I),(ir) (3.3,28.c)

r'ol i-,-.n,. 1 ral

n
and d i,i J d' (i J} .' ) . r,.,)c(i ,r) (3.3,28.d)

q(L j) imd c( LJ) being the quantiZation noise arnd th.. chiuinei roi se associated with

che transmitted coatt'iciunt.
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The coring error between the input imnago sample aad its reconstructed version

at the output, namely c¢ij), can be expressed in terms of thc difforenco sample

and its approximates using (3.3.27,a) and (3.3.27.b) us

C(iJ) - u(i,j) - u0 (i.,J)

Mq k d' I Ak

or c(iJ) a dCtj) + z A d'(i-k,j) E A d (i-k~j) (3.3.29)
k -l k 0 0

From (3.3.28.a), (3.3.28.c) and (3.3.25.b) we have

N V H
C(ij) - E C(rj)v(i,r) - E E(rj~q(ijr)- E L Ak*(r,J)c(i1kj) (3.3.20)

run..1 ral rulk-O

And the total system mean-square coding error is

M N
cDTl 0 .Ff (C (ij)1 (3,3.31)

iml j-l

Restricting oursolves to the approximations of uncorrelatedness discussed in the

pTecading section, the system mean-square error can now be readily obtained usirls

(3,3.30)

2 N N N
C DT I z E (rJ)Cr',Oj) E (v(l,r)v(i,r')l

=.1 Jal r-n+1 r'-n+l

NI N n n
+ I E N r n (rJ) (r',j) H (q(i,r)q(i. ,r'))

i-1 J-l r-l r'l-
M N n n M* +E A 2k n(-rj)]Cr',J) E (c(i-kr)c(i kr')} (3.3,3,2)

MNil Jl r-l r'.'l kuO

For orthogonal transforinationr the basis vertors are orthonormal, ie.

SL r, (" j I rr'" (3.3.33)
J-1

*rr" being the Kronecker delta function.
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2, Using (3.3.33), cOT can be further simplifitd as:

M N M n
2 2 1 1 2

DT a r E{i=I J-ri~l i-l J-1

S1 n 141
.. E E L A• E (E ; 2 (i-k,j)} (3.3,34)

iil J-1 k-O

The first term in (3.3.34) is the error incurred due to the truncating

operation in which only n lower-sequency coefficlents are retained for further

processing.

In the analysis that follows, we attempt, to derive an analytical expression

for the truncation error, designtated by C€, in terms of the image correlation

ftiction.. For convenience, the matrix notation will be used,.

The difference sample vector di U ui-i can be written as:

d N 11 Au1 1 * A(d 1. d'e.) (3.3,35)

Since u Au * d'

and uii * ui1 l -d 1.1  (3.3.36)

Rewriting equation (3.3.28,c) in matrix form, we have

d'TdT _ T-i WC Td: T T-l
T T - - ic. qT (3.3.37)

:iiere qi is the quant•.zation noise vector associated with the truncated coefiicient

vector (f v, , elements of q, correspotidin, to the di scarded coefflcients having

:ero-vqlues, i,e, q(ij) w 0 for j nol, -,. N. The matrix Wn represents the

truncation process as defined in -,ection 3,2.

Using .5,3.37) in (3,3,35) we have
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, u - Aut. + A(dJ iTlw•T - q11  T) (3,3,38,A)

Since T • TT and C(TWI T - T' IWT.
n n.

The soquenc of difference vectors di can be obtained f'rom (3,3,38,a) u

SAu A(d T - qT 2 T) (3,3,38.b)

dik u Uk - Aui-k.1 + A(di.k..1T'WnT - q.k.1T) (3,3,38,.)

or:

M And * A (Ui.k Auik.l - Aqi.k. T)(T WnT)k (3,3.39)

kmG

Note that T" WnT is an idempotert matrix, i.e.

('r'wT)k T W T k k,0 (3.3,40)

It matrix form, the truncation error in (3,3,34) can be rewritten u:

2 1 H vTi
S V E E E (v 1V) (3.3,41)

where denotes the j th diagonal element of matrix F.

The accumulative sum of variances of the discarded coefficients which coneti-
N I

tutes th'. truncationi error describod by the summation N E }v v c•an also
N T -n*1 ( v va

be equivnlently expressed by E fIn E which ii the trace of matrix

W {aiTVi} Wc since the first n lower-order diagonal elements of the matrix

Wc C (vrV 4 •n are, the re:.;ult uf the trunr-mting proce.,s, identically -ere.
n i n
Furthermore, sinco orthogonal transformations preserve the trace of the trans-

formed inatrix, the truncatiun error c21 can be equally obtnined by

Ct. ,. E r [T c1 .1 (i )d r- W T) (3.3.42)
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in vT T T ý-1
Since vT I dJ and TT -

Let q ( ( W'1'T) E (Tdyi (T_ W T) (3.3,43)

SUbstituting (3.3,39) int 1 (3, ,43) we have

S . Ak+k' (T'IWnCT) ((um -Au k) (u-k, "Auik-) (T'WT)n i-k i¢k ( k . n. T)

k-0 k'aO

+ I C Ak~k . (T-IWCT) TT H , q- -,} T (T-IW T) (3.3,44)
knO k'=O

Note lq'T T - d WtE{qhat qj-k.- 1 ) W7 T 0 resulting from the

characteristic of quentztion noise vector q, previously defined, The second

orm in (3.3,44) can bc eliminated,

Recall that, for real stationsry random variable u(ij) generated from a

d~rnctivnally-seperab)e first-order Markov process

B {u(i,J)u~i',J')) * • ~i-i' yI 3(.3.4S,a)

As in matrlx form

B (u T) * ),Ii'' C (3.3,45,b)

where C xu is tho Toiplitz matrix of row correlation coefficiant oX0 i.e.

rr N-i1
Ix

Cxu- (3.3.45,c)

Using (3.3,4Sb) we have:

E -Qu ik 'Au . ru-1 , - Aul.kl 2 ) * - V,(Ap•) r.

h 2 1k-k'I
akk,•A,>) -(1 A ÷~ > A2o 1k-k )' ,,1,k

1 0
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In the particular case when optimum prediction coafficient is usud, Ie. A 3m ,

the coefficient ct (Ag.)) becomes

Qk' A'oX) ( AkkpPpPY) " Cl"o> 2) O(1' (3.3.46,b)

Substituting (3.3,46,2) into (3,3,44) we have, in the gorieral case:
M M A~'.1c -
r- E k'- k' (A to ) T" 1 WTC •T" WnCT (3,3.47)

k.O klaU ek nx

let C [?(i,j)] a TC T" be the transformed covariance matrix, Ile trur.cation
X& xu

error in (3,3,42) can then be expressed in termis of image correlations o and o ,

It kO k'.+o1 Julv, [' z=x•J] C,..,s
H H

let: t(Ap ) B I k

k,,O k1" akk'•, ,

N1\eu op~im'.m prediction is used, i~e, A * (X 3,3,46.b) applies and t~he

t, nration error coefficient: B(A,o ,) becoodes

Ct d¥ r ) - 2( L 1 T I (3.3,48.a)

kk-k

W'hen M iu suf'ficientl), large1 0(o ,0 ) approaches witty.,
yk 0 2k1*

n I o is used, ie. A a p appliesa (3.d e 50,b)

trud the truncation error would be cm

$t to (1 J E ) (3.3.501)

2 k 1

',-opt. "0, .

which wou.d be the error experionced if the image samnple, initead uf the dlfference

sample, were tu oe directly transformed, In this senie, it i.s compatible nnd
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•.,ierina~l/ equi.alent to it counterz'part in the Trarisform-DPC0 system as expressed

itn C3, 319). Thus the coefficient SCA,o ) as defined in (3.3,49) could be inter-
y

preted as a measurement cf inferiority r-sult.ng from deviating from the optimum

ccndition, in tho least meRn-square predigtIon error sense,

'he coefficient O(Ao, ) can be expressed in closed form in what followi,

Recall from (3.3,46.a) that

2 u (l.A 2  k-k'I Ik-k'-Il p k-k'-l)
Nk-2/• y k-k- (Y 3,

or a (Alp(3.3.52)or ak~k,(A,o,) h *y.A)pylkk'l k~k'

y yt

let S(Ay) ((A )A (3. 3. 53. a)
k.0 k

then for sufficiently larie M O(A,•y) S(A,#p) (3,3S3,)'

$(A,z.) can be written L11

2. 2k 1k-k'I- k.).'
S(A,oy) E (I*A 2 2Ac )A2k ÷ 2 t r (p "A) ' A

k*O y k O k'=k-I Y y (3.3.54)

for k-k' for kok'

Using (3,3.50.b) i'td let w a k'-k, we have

1*A2. 2Aa , ,,

S(,o 2) •, * 2C(p-A) r E w-l A2 k~w (3.3.55)
y-A y k.O w I Y

lie can observe that in the second term of (3.3.55)

w-l 2k+w 2., _ w
p t A A"L A

k= w I k-l V100
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1+A2- Ao 2A(P -A)
B(/,,Py) S(A,p ) a '- - " (1.3,- 6)

and when A is closed to p y thu first term in (3,3.5b) approaches unity while the

second term vanishes,

To conulude, the system total mean-square error t in (3,3.34) can also beTo bT

gene:'aally expressed as

cý O(. . r Ixl~l r a
,t,! -1

1M n M
r I X A2. I (c 2 (Lkj)) (3.3,57)

.ml Jul knO

C Qmv ison of the Transform- PCN and the .1p1-Tronsform..Techniques

For simplicity, we consider the optimum •nn se in which the one-ditmnsional

trAnsformation process is done using Karhunen-Loivo transformation and the optimum

feedback coefficient is used in the DPCM system, lher. the transmission channel

is noiseless, the total system mean-square errors for both hybrid codin; systems

are given tby

a an n
C. I'. "E C 7 "J (3.3.58)

where A •j is the .b eSgcnvaluo of the lu~plity cuvariance imetri~x of the original

image in thc horizontal airection, and a2 the variance of the quantization noise
qJ

.. sociated with the jth transmitted cooffizient which is the difference of trn-ns-

form cooffir.ients in the Trantform.I)PCM system or the transformed of difference

of input "ample in the DPCM-Traniform ftystem. It can be shown that the Input

sample to the quantizer which Is tranmmitted to the receiver foi both hyhrid

systems are identical regardless of the oider In which the DPCM and the
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transformation are done, Thus the error encountered would be identical, assuming

optimum conditions, for both systems and they could be considered eqvLivaleoit in

the mean-square error sense.

11he complexities involved in implementing the hybrid systems would be lest

favorable for the DPCM-Transform system since it employs an additional inverse

transfozi, process in the feedback loop of the trawnsmitter, However, the predic-

tion coefficients A used in the DPCM-Transform system are identical, theoretically

or practically, sinae it is the correlation of the input sample while in the othcr

system, theso coefficients are generally different since in reality, correlations

for transform r.oefficiento of different-sequency would not be exactly alike due

to the ofefct of the preceding one-dimensional transformatiou process as discussedth!
in previevs sections. Let s(i,j) be the input sample to the j quantizor in both

systems, the optimum DPOLI process in the vertical direction yields

a (1-p.2) (3. CS.39)
S y Xj

assit•n•n that the Karhunen-Lo;ve (aptimum) transformation Is also employed,

Studies of quantization noise have shown that

2 K 2 ,
q K

wnwre K(B is the q'iantization error of a vaviate with a unity variance iW a

qutnntizer with 2 0j levels,

when the quantization process is finely done, i.e. Bj 1 1, m(B a Me). be

closely appruxImoLed b.'y [60J

K(B ) - b xp (-.ab) (3. 3. r)

Where b a 20

ani (I a - 0,5 In 10
Ill



Tho bit ansignment B is obtained by:

B_ • b i 2 1 2
(B i n a Z In c (3,3,62,a)

with the constraLnt

E N (3.3.62,b)

Nib being the total number of bits rsigtnod to one block of tranimitted coeffici•nt,.

Thuw, the total system man-square error of both hybrid coding syrtems, desig-
2nated by c Hyhbtd' can now be expressed by

2 1, 2
'Hybrid " - ( " I.-b(e , exp (-as x (3.3,63)

The totAl system soinalftonoiss ratios, which is defined as SNA 10 logio
2(O1/Cllbi) In th, particular cue of noiseless Ohannel given by (3.3.03) is

prestnted in Fig. 3,36 for variout bit raten, Ihl graph was obtained using

' 0.469 and py 14 0,8798 for various transformation processes on blocks of size

Fig, ),3,7 shows Lhe offoc. on system mwrformance using di ffrent block Mizos.

It can be soen that the improvement is negligible using larger block size which

involves mor.su ,ofiputati.onal ComleiIxity,
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,', 4 ri d Lodi!_ in Nots), Channel

Thn theoretical analysis of the Hybrid Coding system nerforman,;es in previous

sectiono indicates that the total mean.square-error meisure can le expressed as the

surn of the trun~ation, tne quaflti:ation and the channel errors, i o.

+ + 2 4 . (3.4.1)CHy ,hrt " d '

V where

a) The trmincation error

2 1 v(3.4.2)

is a function the hori:ontal correlation o. ond the type of transformationl chosen,.

b) The quantization error

1 2

Ji obtitined ti the preceding section and c~r6 be expressed, in general, as
n

2 2Z..b(I-A' *ZA V )*zp(-48 )02 (3.4.4)
a I j y j v)

where in the Trnnsfnrm-DPP! svstem, tho prediction 'aeFfi'lents A '.I are, in SeneruI,

dlfferent due to the statisticai difference of individual coefficient.

c) Anid the channel error

N n M

2 1 I.k, 2'ikj 345
~im 11 Jal kink

?t has been i•.wn that

S2 Ih (Bivt; (3.4o)

%-here N I t.ne Jth qiiant i ter lovl
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Essmat• and Wintz [ISR] have shown thut If moro than 3 bits are assigned and If

iu•h level V is sufficiently greater than the standard deviation of the quuntizer

Liiput T e(Bj v ) is indopan'Ient of R nnd V and can be approximated by

21PHchhJ 'jv) • 0
T * 1 2 (3,4.7)

ch 2

wher, PE Is the probability of channel error and a2 the varince of the )th

quantizer input.

Thus, from (3,4.2), (3.4.4), (3.4.6) and (3.4.7) ths total system mean-squared-

error u.tsing transform-DPCM system can be expressed as

2 1
al *~.~ (1-b(l+A~ -JA )Op )e -Pa~

21PE (I*A -2A y )I(I-A)v3.4.8)

Our optlmLzation scheme Is to mlnhin:o the total system menn-squnzl'd-error in (3,4,8)

with resplvt to the employed predictor coeffticienti.

'Te.ie optimum prediction coeffictents i:re obtained by solving n Sth-order

polynomials,

K1 j ) A pYK I(JA 2V 1 (j)A y (21K C0), i2)A
4 K~I)r1 21K 2 )Aj.p y (K C j)K• 2 O0

for jal,2,---,n (3.4.9)

where K (I). bexp(-ab1)

K 2 21PE/2

'hi, oprimuin predictioii caeftflciants hl.is obtained for each I1L, encoder is it

funiction ,Of B., the It•mher of bits .•ýsiin nodl to tho trin.:F'orirod difftoronco,

3.6.1 ..htw% the opt imnd i i pied ctii vue fitl'iL IP, It. s IC UI. tons of tle hlit



jJ

assignments for probabilities of channel errors of 0.001, 0.005 and 0.O0.

To conclude, a theoretical comparison of various two-dimensional techniques

described in this chapter is shown in Fig. 3.5.

1
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CIIAP'rri Iv

StuLArio, RIESUL'rS

L '.Introduction

In this chapter simulation results uSing aerial photographs of the methods,

ex:ept DPCOI, described in Chapter III are given. Section 4,2 describes the picturu.

tcý be used in the investigetions. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 give results using two-

d±inensional transform techniques (Hadainard, Discrete Cosine and Haar) and the Hybrid

methois (Transform-DPC•I and DPC,-Transform) respectively. In section 4,5 the effects

of channel noise on the two-dimensional transform and the Hybrid coding schemes are

'• iinv'es tigated,

Processing of the pictvres were perforrned using the I[llI 360O-44 Ohio University

One of ohe maln disadvantages of ditft'or'tl•l encoding ii Its sensitlvity to

ca ie. Results of optimi'-ing the Ilyhrid codinti schuriu hi tho prvsnce eo: channel

nrae are giv.en in Section 4.6.

*,.. Picture Statistics

The pictures used in the simulations consisted of six oerial rzoiinaissance

t:.?-e photographs supplied by WPAP•B, Each picture consists of 512 picture elements

per line and 512 lines. The intensity levels are represented by an Integer number

be'.ween 0 and 63, which is equivalent to six bits, Except for a limited number of

experiments using all six pictures, the majority of the simulations were performed

using the scenes of the Tank and the Truck shown in Figs. 4,,5 and 4.2,6, Figs.

4.21,7-42.10 show original p4 cttire3 of the remaining four pictures.

"Histograms uf the gray levels of the scenes of the Truck and the Tank are given

.n Figs, 4.2.1 and 4.2,2., respectivrly, Figs, ..2,3 andn 4,2,1 show the horizontal and
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Intensity Frequency

0,0 0.0
1,0000 0,0
2.0000 0.0
3.0000 0,0
4.0000 0,0000

.O0000 0.0000
6,0000 0.0003
710000 0.0015
8.0000 0,0044
9,0000 0,0098

10,0000 0,0171
11.0000 ' - "- 0.0245
12,0000 0,0100
13.0000 0.0312
14.0000 0,0322
15.OO0000 ... 0,0294
16.0000 ... 0.02,46

17,0000 0,0717
16.0000 •0,0177
19,0000 0.O1S,
20,0000 0.0134
21.0000 0,011722.0000 .. .C 0108

23,0000 0,0099
24.0000 0,00972$.O0000 ,- 0.0002

26,0000 0,009427.0000 O 0.0109 "
28.O0000' 0,0117

29,0000 0,0125
30.0000 0:013531.0Q000 ------ 0,0136
32.0000 0.0143I3.0000 0.0136
34,'i00 0,0140
3•,OO0 -- 0.0129
36.000n 0.0125
37.0000 0-0122
38.0000 0.0117
30.0000 0,0113
40,0000 0,0107
41.,0000 0,0096
42.0000 0,0099
43.0000 0.0094
44,0000 0.0090
45.0000 ---. O08
460000 -0.009147.0000 "-"0.00ij

48.0000 .
4900000,
50,0000 0.0080

$8,0000 0,0070

3 0000 0,066.

60.0000 0,0066
54,0000 0.--0061
56.0000 0,008137.0000 0.0074
38.0000 0.0071

59,O0000 •- 0.0068
60.0000 --. 0.0066
61.0000 - 0.0061
62,A000 ,-', O.0058

63.0000 - •- 0.3068

P i , 4.2.1. IHistogram of Jiitehlity Lovels Tr'uck
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In tell5i ty Frequený-y

0.0 0,0
1.0000 0.0
2,0000 060
3,0000 0.0000
4. 0000 0.0301
5.0000 0 o.
6.0000 Nl0016
7.0000 0.0043
8.0000 0,008c

9.00000.0123

16,0000 -. 25
12.00000.0311
13.00000.0343

14.0000. 03 0

15.00000.0792

16.0000 ____________0.0366

17.00000.0312
15.0000 0.0343

20.00000.0312
:1.0000 0.0310
22,0000 0.0098

23.00000.0292
240.0000 0,0268
21.0000 0.0041
42.0000 0.0221
27.0000 0.0204

45.0000 0.0159

29,00000.0175
30,0000 0. 0044

31.00000.0045
31.00000.0104

33.0000 0,0012
34.0000 0,i0n3
35.0000 0.0109

36.0go0.O003

38.0000 0.003
39.000OQ 0.0097

40 00000.0089
41,0000 0.0090

62,.000'0 010040

47.0000 0.00536

Pig a.,,2 (1iso00a ofTrl005; '~e1

MOM 0.004
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H"OR IZONTAL
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0 20 40 60 80 LAC0OP
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Fig. 4.2,3, Correlation of the Scene of the T~uck on
thle Bridge.
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Fig, 4.2,4, Correlation of PC.., Sig•ils
(Picture "Tank")
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4.2.6 Oisitni1 Pictu?6 of Truc1U
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4.2,8 Original Picture of Fields
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4.2,9 Origirias PicturgO f ROAdi
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4.2.10 Original Picture of Coast
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v;,rtctcal corroietions Vo, the s,•ene. ot' the Truck anJ the Tank These figures

ain,]ojite that the horlzontal c,'rrulatton is mouch hinher then the vertical correlation,

-.h :haracteristics will be usetful in designing the Hybrid coding Eystems described

In Sz..:tijt 4.4. The important stati~tical charucteristica arc given In Table 4..,1,

I I
-,€;, wre r 1 arac Ver~tica l

SScene Avrage VaLn rreation

1 Tankt 30.71181 320,o0982 019S531

Truck 39.79085 402.12531 0.94434

3 atee 10.22319 408.45•9 0.96897

4 fiel.ds 22.85995 204.577 0,9'0949

3 loads 20.94826 352,5544 O,96470

6• Coast 3.1.86612 372.5037 O.94476

Table 4.2.1, Statistical Properties of the Pictures,

1.3 T_-1-[1.imeti-tonal Trnnsfoim Simulation Reqults (Nolsoleis Chmnic.lel

S.ver:tl two-dimensional transform tochnique! wi'ro investiiated, Slmulation.

r.,•ui;:Kvi hnivt obtained tr tne Iladatnird, the L[04v'rooe Cousne =and thu Haiart tr-ns -

#'L r', i o,, *ah I hi. 4. ,, 3 a 4., I b and 4. .1c )I ive rhu %'nriinrea -,tf the two-dimenaion iI

irrv.rT.I~irt.Olc i,|Olnt~fl UslTit lie niser-!te Cus ML, W IWsI Hudamitrd l nJ Walsh Haa8r trans-

f : r*.'i�'c�cl� t~'1 for tht st v v. oI the Iruti, Simi la.r resullts ire gLvi•.. in lblo I

.1, . -, 4..,h ;•nLj 1.5 L: for th1 S.-.MIU Of tf'e I'••)k 1. ie re• ti s given in thest

S.1 .: I., c le ly i kli% It tho rI'.I trit'iLIt jtI .,f t~hu in tlormittlo| 1irt the lIo'-tr ordwrod,,
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Ii

a

16127. 36392416136 95.23 48.49 TI.F8 21,83 19.Se

845,68 126.06 34.69 31.66 21.07 15.81 13,37 11.16

344.18 69.58 44.29 26.71 17.79 14.41 12.38 9.97

12,40 43,67 33,49 22.85 16.50 13.1 11.19 10.20

78,80 32.69 24.56 19,07 13.78 12.73 10,95 10.15

48,09 23.12 18.02 15,80 12.95 10.95 10.00 9.28

34.54 18.68 16.14 13.09 11.16 9,8S 9.85 8.96

33.85 15,69 14.38 10.99 10,21 9.03 9.14 8.34

22272,75 467.60 144,31 1i2729 48,49 45,39' 8,8I 40.63

709,97 101.96 46,80 35,29 20.88 19.54 18.50 14,90

293.79 $7.95 37,34 23.98 17.45 17.23 15,88 11,42

109.61 42.13 28.78 21,97 16.20 15.84 13,40 11,15

78.80 31.17 22,35 18,38 13.78 14,25 13.15 10.85

75.65 26,56 19,96 17.35 15,04 12,44 11,82 10.81

84,93 22.95 18.57 14.51 11,50 11.64 10.86 9,56

69.79 17,88 15.12 12,12 10,60 10.09 9.90 8.392-

2-f72T72-'"•467.60 125.62 176.98 41,10 39.69 52.28 ,0,53

709,97 101.96 40.65 41,44 19.10 18.18 18.09 18,45

245.05 47.89 29,18 27,73 14.69 14.89 14.08 14,57

248.3" 12.19 27.84 29,31 15.25 15,27 15.59 14.21

92.M 24.48 16.96 17.22 11.73 10.96 10.23 11,92

80.07 24,03 17.70 17.17 11.45 11.96 10.94 11,14

74.08 25.05 17.37 16.83 11.99 12.40 11.40 11,81

62.82 24.9b 17.44 17,67 10.79 10.71 11,23 12.01

Table 4.3.1a,b and c - Variances of nio-Dimensional Transform
Coefficients (Pi,-turo "Truck"I
Blocksize 8 x 8"

a - Discrete Cosine
b - Walsh Iladitnard
c - Walsh IHaar
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24.45 12.29 8.48 6.72 6.01 5.97

551.08 68.05 22.80 12,45 8.58 7.06 b.Ol 5.88

206,78 52.84 22.08 11,38 8.16 6.90 6.30 5.55

8j.98 3U.69 18.84 11.58 8.08 6.90 6.16 5,9.

49,40 26.18 14.85 10.06 7.34 6.60 5.97 5.38

37,98 18318 12.82 8,SS 6.84 6.12 5.73 5.37

18,88 1I.50 10,90 7.60 6.38 6,04 5.37 5.30

13.19 11.09 9.14 7.32 6.17 54S 5.39 5.13

b

""5,41 .. .80.11 72.04 2".16 8.48 8,34 8,42 9.26

481.84 ss,24 20.76 17.22 8.57 8.,0 8.44 8.12

179.48 41.68 19.31 15.14 8.02 7,8 8.01 6.80

123.94 31.49 16.14 13,05 7.92 7.97 7.50 6.62

49,40 23.68 13.70 11,01 7.84 7,45 7.12 6.08

45,15 18.44 14.26 9,29 7.10 6.60 6,64 5.89

4,t,18 6.50 11.14 8.78 6.52 6,52 6.20 5.80

3030 12.03 699 /, 3.3 5.07 6,12 6.16 5.33

C
"'• ~ ~ ~ 13 -'34 011 • 2,7- 800 8.81 9,13 8.56•"

481.84 55.24 18.68 19.29 8.47 8.25 8.38 8.93

149.70 Y.,35 15.80 16.01 7.59 7.68 7.65 7.15

153.73 36.83 15.79 16.03 7,66 7.63 7,48 8.00

41.50 07.00 10.36 10.24 6,30 6.32 6.69 6,22

42.08 17187 10.66 10,07 6,62 6.77 6.29 6.56

42.7h 17.89 10.36 10.09 6.66 6.28 6.39 6.70

,4.69 17.88 9.94 10.76 6.61 6,47 6.22 b -35

Table 4.3,2u,b and c. Variances of Two-DimonionaI Traniform
Coefficients (Picture "Tant.")
Blockstze 8 x 8

a - Discrote Cosine
b - Itnlsh Hadaniurd
S- I'.i1:h HIaar
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coefeictents which Is necessary for data compression.

Clearly the most important coefficibnt is C11 which I, the L-C level oF the

picture. Because of its importance, techniques for error-correcting coding for this

coefficient Aill be discussed in Section 4.6.

Figs. 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 show the cumulative sum of variances for each of the

pictures. In both caoes a block size of 8 x 8 was used, Using these results one

can determine amount of energy lost in truncating the coefficients.

Although it is known that mean-asuared-error is not a satisfactory mossura of

the "goodness" of a picture in the subjective sense, it can be usod us a rough quanti-

tative measure for pictures processed using the same techniques, Its usefulness as

n measure of "goodness" when comparing two different techniques of data compression

is questinuhle, For these cases one would have to revert to subjective evaluations,

In an effort to determine a useful quantitativv error measure which aproes with sub-

Jectivw evuluations, several different urror criteria which are listed below were

c€lc.ulated and used in some of the simulation results,

1) Normnl1:ed Mean-Squared-Error (MSE)

SN 2.
1.1 (f 'g, i)2  / £ fi 2

2) Normi lized Mean-Derivative-Squared-Error (NDSE)

-- N N
S E [(fi1l-fl) (RI 4 -Riw)] / L (f 1 +-fi)1"1 1.l

3) Nurma l:ed Mean-Absolute-Error (•IN)

N N
S• • !c1-•iI / Y' If l
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0.98

Two.-Dime..nional Transform

0 .9/, A .Discrete Cosine

Walsh Hadamard

Wals&h Hair

0,9..

0.90

16 32 48 64 Coefficients

Fig. 4.3.1. Cumulative Sum of the Variances of the Transform
Lo=fficients, Bocok Size - 8 x S. (Truck)
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1.00

0.98

Two-DineniionAI Transforms

o A *Discrete Cosine

Walsh Hadamard

.~0 ,9 , OL

Walsh Hair

0.9(

t rr-3 '-T- 4
16 32 ;864 Coefficients

Fig.4.3.3. Cum'4lative Sum of the Variances of the Transform
Coelfficlenm:s, Block Sizo-808. (Tank)
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F

Where

fe 9 original signal value.

21 M approximate signal valuo.

The results obtained during the Lnvestigation,; indicated that perhaps the normalized.

mean-derivative-squared-error (,NDSH) would be more correlated swith subjective evalua.

tions rather than the NSE ctiterion, The premise behind th.s hypothesis is that the

cverall MSOl moasurm does not indicate local distortions in regions where sharp contours

e.Ait; however, the NOSE would tend to emphasize distortions in rngions containing

shtrp contours and high ,'esolution,

The results using two-dimensional Hadamard, Hear and Discrete Cosine Transform

for bit rntes of 0.25, 0,5, 10 and 1.5 bits/poL are given In Table 4,3,3a,b,c for

both the icone of the Truck and the 'rank, These results Indicnae that the Discrota

Cuine Transform performs superior to oither the Huar or the HaJanard, Using .1SE

critrTion one may order the trannrlortns in the folLowing order with respect to per-

tormain e:

(1) Discrete Cosine

(2) Hadajuard

(3) Hear,

the 1iadaraerd and Hlaar being essentially equal in performance.

Pesuls were obtained using several different bit assignment.. Initially the

bit asslir.rLent proceadure describoo by Wint% and Kurtentbach I I j wk. used to assign

hits, The algorithm specified b,- the authors is hased on the log if the variance

of' ti'e coeft.icionts und is shown to he near ,rnt ,nd i m . In thin 1,. o,'Jdure a total

niuihr of h ti NIh Is uissumed such that

n

£ ' i (4.,3. '1
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where 'j is the bits assigned to coeft'iclenr ci Using Lagrange multipliers !in

equation for the bits for each coefficients is ol- itned, i.e.

S" "i L Inc 2) (4.3.2)

W in iJul

The values for B (J 0 1.2,3.. .n) determined by C4,3,2) are next rotinded to the

nearest inteser., It can be shown that a > B2 2 ,..>n and showld the assignment

dictated by (4.3,2) not satisfy (4.3.1), soms of the B ire adjusted accordiig to the

followkni rules;
n

(1) If Mb ( E Bj, take that Bj .orrespunding to the larlgest J such that

S. > I and replace it by a 1.

n
(2) If b Ri oi j take that Bj correipundLng to the smallest j such that

jai

B3 B and replace it by Vi * 1.

The above procedures constitute a suboptimum Algiorithm whici providej nn unequal

sani'nnent of Mb bits to the n sampla.

Table 4,3.4 indicates the bit assignments on the 64 transform coefficients using

this procedure, Using this procedure, trunuatiins of th) transform coefficlents are

obtained by not assigning any bits to them. On real data such as the pictures used in

this study, bit assignments giving better results than those shown in Table .1.3,3 ere

btainsed, One such variation is to arbitrarily truncate the number of coeofirienta

to 32 and then uue the Wintz and Kurtenbach algorithm on these 32 coefficients.

The •ISE obtained us'ng this modified sr-heme ure given in Table 4.3.5 anl the bit

Assignments for this case are given In Table 4.3.6. It is noted that 4 reduction

by an order of magnitude in the NSE 1s obtsined using this procedure. This is due

14U
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Mba Usinj
Winta Kurtenbach

Algorithm on
Bit Assignments MSR NDSH 64 Cuofficients

O.6 blp 0,O11,,403 0.01?773 0.1 ---

1.0 b/p 0.O0S7216 0.0011961 0.08

1.S b/p i 00031147 oo.004n86 0,04

Table 4.3,3. Errors Using ýbodiftod Bit Assignments

A1 3~ 3 2 2 2 5(

-J -• .... ,, - - +-.- - - .

3 1 1 2 1 1 1 I3 2 22

-T4

21i 1 2 1 14 24

2 II .2 2

2

0.5 bits/pal 1.0 bits/pe! 1.S bits/pot

TA~bIe 4.3, 6. ioou'fid Bit Assigitments

S14Ž

S.... . .. .. .. mmm s m ,. . ... q m



to the fact that using the &lIorithn, on 64 .m•mples (usirng in 8 x 8 block) a sAg-

nificant number of coefficients are kept und assiSned only one bit which probably

does little to improve the performance, On the other hand, when one first truncates

the 64 coefficients to the 32 containing the highest information and then applies

the bit assignment procedure, more bits are assigned to the coefficients contaLning

the mosL information.

Pigs. 4,3,4abc,d and 4,3,Sa,b,c show the resultlh obtained using thie two-

dimensional 1ladamard Wn' the Discrete Cosine Transforwatlons for the scene of the

Truck, Reaults are shown *or 0.25, 0,5, 1.U and 1.S "Att/pel. Similar results

for the seene of the Tank are given in Fils. 4.3,61,t.,c,d and 4.3,7a,b,c. Results

are not liven using the Haar Transform since the performance using this technique

Is essentially equivalent to the Hadmard. In all cases the qualities of the

ptctures obtained using the Discrete Cosine are superior to those obtained using

the Hadsmard; however, tho computational requirement:a of the Discrete Cotine are

more compltictea than those of the Hadamard. The number of computations (additioni)

req.ired for a two-dimensional Hadastard are .N log2 1N, while for the two-dimensiunail

Discrete Cosine the number of computations required are (4N log 2 N - 4 N) multipli-

iationa and approximately the same number of additiens as for the Hadamard trans-

formation. Due to the complexity of the Discrete Cosine algorithm, the Hadamard

transfoi ip;cion In preferred.

One may draw several noher conelusions from tVe pictures shown in Pigs.

4,3.4a,b,c,d; 4.3.,a,b,c; 4.36a,b,c,d and 4,3.7a,b,c, First, it Is ohberved that

even at extremely low hit rateo (0.2S and n.5 bi!/pel) reasonable results are

obtained. There is some loss of details, howeve;, the results of 0.25 bits/pul

are not significantly poorer than those ubr4!wnJ uming 0.5 bits/pri, If one can

withstand the amount of degradation shown In these ftiures. using ,..' or 0.5

I ,I'
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A Hadamard
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: 0.08--

0.06.

0.04
-ruck
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"j6.

4.3. 4a Two- Dimensional Iladurlard Tra,,.sform
Technique of Truck; 0.25 bits/ppl.
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1,i

4.3.4b Two-Dimensional Hadamard Transform
Technique of Truck; U.5 bits/pel.
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II,

4.3.4c Two-Dimensional H-adamard Transform
Technique of Truck: 1.0 bits/peI.
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4. 3. 4 "wo-Dimens tonal ladamard Transform
iochnique of Truck; 1.5 bits/pal.
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4,3,5a Two- Dimenq ionad IDiserete Cosine
T'ransf,)rmn "re chnique of Truck;
0.5 bits/pel.
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ISOr. ___ •: ,

4.3.5b wo-DimesionlDiscrt,....n

Trnfr Tcnqe fTuk

1.0 bts/p;l
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4.3.5c Two-Dimensional Discrete Cosine
Transform Technique 3f Truck;
1.5 bits/pol.
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r0

4.3.6a Two-Oii.eonsionai ladamard Transform
Tochnlque of Tank; 0.25 bita/pel.
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4. 3.6b Two-Dimensional Hadamard Transform
Technique of 'rank-, 0.5 bits/pel.



4. 3. 6c TWo-Dinwnsional lin~daniardTrnor
Technique of Tank; 1.0 bit%/pel.
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4,3.6d Two-Dimensional Itadamard Transform
Technique of Tank, 1.5 hits/psi.
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4.3.7h Two-pintn-mional I•irete Cosine
Transform Technique of TiInk,
1.0 bltR/pol.
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bits/pel, then a subtantial reductiorn In 'indwidth can be thtained. Whceher .an

RPV can accept this amount of degradation depends on the resolution required

which depends upon the many parameters of the mission. To my knowledge, no pro-

determined resolur.inn or mission parameters have heen speclfiea• whice would ma.:e

a "ies" or "ril" answer possible. It is -suggested that suitablo guidelines or

limits bu determined in order to make these Judgements.

Comparing the results, which are almost equ.valent, of 0.25 or 0.5 bits/pet

with those obtained using 1,0 and 1,5 bits for these pictures indicate that the

pictures processed using 1.0 and 1.5 bits/pol are of signaficantly better quality

than those using 0,25 and 0,5 bits/pol. Subjectively it appea~s that there is a

threshold type effect whereby the improvement due to doubling the ýtt rate is

considerably better in going from 0,5 to 1.0 bits/pal than they art in going

otthor from 0,23 to 0.5 or 1.0 to 1.5 bits/pal. A1though this threshold type

e•i•ict seems true from the subjective point of view, it is not noticeable in the

NISE meosures &iven In 'fables 4.3.3 and 4.3.5. The NISE meu!,ure.q give,, In Table

4,3,3a indicate that in general the scene of the "Tank" gives s.gni.fic&-.Ly

superior results than the scee of the "Truck". This improvement Is not apparrt

subjectively when looking for specific objects within the pictures. hN particular

Ahen we specify objects within each picture, for example, the tank in one picture

and a wheal on the ',rck in tht. other, cons 4derable JQ rarliti Jt sccn 1n loth

pictures for 0.25 bits/pel. The overall M'FE mer•.urc doe. rot. indicate these

rosults due to the fact that relatively high NISE foi a small area does not cor.-

tributo s•gnificantly to the c.vercll MISH. Nu ordor .,o dettermlne an error men.4ure

which would tend to indicatc the degradations in are4s of high resolution without

itsortin& to a calculation of MSE for some selected area ih a picture, the normal-

I zd-derivitIve-squored-error (NDSC) wa.s ca'cula.ed for these pictures ?nd the

.es;.Its are given J.. 'l'abii 4,3.3 u. 11:-ng hi;A ez'r,,r citcrion %ho,!HI enhanfe the
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error at sharp Lontours ni rvgionm, of :,igi. .ctivity within tOle piczure. Althoj4h

the numericil values of these orrozi are relatively high, they do tend to indicate

the same trend as do subjective avaljaations in thac they do i,cdi~ato the threshold

effect .omewhat hbtween 0. and 1.0 bits/poi.

J. t Hybrid CodiLn (Noiselass Channel)

In this section we evaluate the performance of the Hybrid coding schemes

described in Chaptor I1I. Since it hats been shown that the Tran.form-DPCM and

UPCM-Tran.storm techniques are tiqu.ivalent in performance, all results giveii are

for the Transfo.-m-OPCM scheme. Results havo alin been obtained using DPCM-

rrinsform tezhnique; however, they are iderntical to the Transform-DPCM technique.

O~nt. can interpret the ialme results Cur either .sy,•tem, In this scheme a one-

Jkm.nsional Hladamard transform, using a blový .i:e of 16, was uised to remove the,

S:o•'l, atinn in the horizontal direction and u1wi•s chtiques are u:,ed in the

,'oticý%l dir'e'tiow . *;'erz l v',iia:tlon4 in the I)PC1.0 ,1tict,irs wero invetit at,.,d,

VFg. 4. .1 gives the variances uf the. Hybrid c•otling sig:nal at the Input to

thv ,quanti :c' for the Lix pict-'irei. In these simulations the predi't1hn coeffi-

cients in :ie VutI coders aire equal to the vertical corvelation coefficient of

tte picture, In this case ,-ll of the i101 ceaOrs iv;e the same prediction coeffi-

c-.ent, hut e.ach ha.. a diFt'ernt number of quanti:ation level-;. In realitN for

reiii data the vvirticaI correlations for each coetficlent will Ie 'lifferort and

Oift,.rent prediction cnefficient4 1hluld ,e, used for ain aptimum ,y~tem. HIowever,

the •%iml licttv gaiiitd bIy iviing onlv one.' ;ire-liction cjefflci,,nt Is prohably worth

the l isIi ht l•n ria, i in in .r-or, 1 .1in...a I .111 V!'de .4,1. shLho% tho nori.alI ied

,u li t ll \',i N'"i ý' t Ill v . , t -m. i l - it the itil'ut to Ole q1 i1n •.,.t ',

11. ut'Airams tlui di'frrt,'iýc' ot the ti ati.4'orm oiefficlents havte ietin obtained

. -tJ .' &ifn ' , \p end i i, A , ot ! hi,. r .i1,or I. ýttij-,,-r.a t f Iif f ren'e of trhe
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traansform co u'.il.ients appear bell Ohapud for all coeofieients except th- first,

The hl;togrL1m for the first o'oeftictent apponrs to he com, pletely random, alm, ,.

uni.*orm iii nature. Such ch,%ractoristics indicate the majority of rte information

is contained in the di ferenuek of the first coefficients.

Tuble 4,3,2 shows the h•it ass•inminnts uobained using thei Wint:-Kurtetubhch

algorith". It has been pointod out before that this bit assignment, procedure for

real data appears to be rather poor due to the fact that many unimportant coeffi.

clents are assigned only on, bit, thus ieavving fewer hits for the high information-

carryirpt coefficients, A computer search routine wis used to modify the bit

nrs•gnmont procedure in order to minimize the NSR. rable 4.4,3 shows results fdr

qv'ral variations In the hit assignment procedure, Table 4.4.4 shows the actual

hit asslignments, determined from this study, which were used in the simulations.

Tales 4,45u,ll, ind c show error neAsures for the scones of the Truck and

the 'i'aon. The prodition coefficients used in the I)P'M coder were set equal to

o Y. the vertlci corre1atiomi of' thi' pltur's. The MSI and ND5I! nre shown Uiraphi-

;aliy in Figs. 4,,.3a,b and c, Comparing the 'esults of Table 4,4.5 with those

:,iron in Tablo .1.3.3 for the two-dimcnsional trmnufotms, it is obstirved that the

hv rid codintg schome performs almost equivalent to the Uiscrete Cosine, which is

.Wupiriokr to the perfurtances of hoth the tin-.dtmensiotva Iladamard and hlear trans-

r'rri t h ,, lin quo .i.

I ! ha.1 hem poltotis ut in Vhapter I I that using one-dlmen';itonal teaniqueo

i rohc. -l:%tir , r in the hori:-,nt al (vertical) direction does not leave

th.-, rol.tt Ini tit tht. vort Ical (hoiri.ontt l ) llrition ilitact as thenry would

.. t 0 h.i I, lutr.4'ed in l'blI, 4,.i where we show the vertical correla-

i on ot thf, trnif'orm voeft'tf ents. Ilhise ru",ults indicate that a different

1 -o, i , i., Ci,. flci 'ent in the IMt'C' coilder should Ito used for onch ca€eff'..lent.
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NILS Would 104u~ae iA dafte:9eit Pictiltn fJ- i L:r t;h L~I lik

4.4.7 shows the results Ol,,i rtd using :he scent of the lanii %,hon different pre.

dtction coefficients, equal to the correlation coefflcients given in Table 4,4,6,

are used In the LIPC coders, Comparinq these results with those given in Table

4.A,.S where the same prediction coefficient (A. a .) is used for all coeffl-

c•ents, there appears to be little diffurences. This is due to the fact that the

perforsance of the DPCH coder Is insensitive to the prediction coefficient for

noiseless chmnnels. This statesent is not true if noisy channels are assumed.

FLis. 4.4.4a,b,cd; 4.4.Sa,b,c,d; 4.4.6a,bc.d; 4.4.7a,b,c; 4.4.8&,b,c,d

3nd 4.4.9a.b,cd show the results obtain•d using Hybrid techniques on the six

pictures for bit rates rf 0.2S, 0.5, 1.0 and 1.S ,tts/pel. In all cases the

prediction coefficient in the OPC) coders vas equal to the vertical correlation

coetfictent of the picture. Comparing the pictures obtained using the Ilybrid

coding scheme 'lth those obtained using the two-dkllmnsional transforms given in

•he previous section, it arpears nubjectiv'el that the Hybrid coding technlile

SLYe# superior results to the transform techniques except at extremely low bit

:ies uf 0.25 bits/pel. At this low hit rate there appears to le noticeably more

"iio~tng effet" in the Hybrid scheae than In the tuo-dimenalonal transform

ý,-hr),pje . v*.i,|h uas umexrectcd. The oveoall quality of thte piccurces obtained

ustn4 the Hyhrid technique appears tn he somewhat bettemr than that of the two-

,'dineisional transforms, which agrees with the MSE results given previously, One

noticeable point which %A different In the picture* processed using the Hybrid

nrilng scheme is that the .ubjective quality of the pictures appears to improve

I-- a ,nar menbe 4s the bitt!pel arc in.rtise,|. This was not true fur tht

pk,:zures obtained using twn-dimensiur•al transform teOC1iiquts.

I-i



1 . 9•S 0 U.".

2 0.6d408

3 0,46013

4 0.50872

5 0.22920

6 0,26723

7 0.29189

8 0,31042

9 0.10161

10 008560

11 0.09810

12 0. 10369

13 0, 11658

11 0,10069

Is 0, 14176

16 0. 1330

Table 4.4,6, Cormelation of the 'l'inttnrormed
Coefficients - Tank (oneelemont delay)

MSU (using
Mt4 Pt'r ll fodtidck

Pal HSI E fact rt l'. , ,9S 5,31

0.25 0.0,15522 O,045915

0.50 0,032644 0.034UJ1

1,0 0,020,10g 0.02254S

Table 4.4 7, 1ean-Squared-Error for tho Scene of the Tank
Using Transfom-tIP(N1 ond Prodtiction CotffL-
cients as glvcn in Trmiile ,1,4.5,

....... ...



4,.aF..bi oin TasomDC)o

tho cenoof te Tuck;0,25bitspoI
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4.4.4b Hybrid Coding (Transform.DPCM)
of the Sceno of the Truck;
0.5 bits/pel.
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4.4.4c Hybrid Coding (Traniform-DPCM)
of tbt, Scene of the Truck;
1.0 bits/pel,
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4. 4.4d Hybrid Coding (Iiarisform-DPCN)
of the Scene of tho Truck;
1.5 bits/pal.

1 76
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I,

4.4.5a Hybrid Coding (Transform-I)PCM)
of the Scone of the Tank;
0,25 bits/pel.
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4A 5b HyrdCdig(rnsor.M

ofth Sen f heTak

0. isp l
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fr,

4.4,Sc Hybrid CodirR (TrPnsform-DPCM)
of the Scene of the Tank-
.0 bits/pal.
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4.4.5d Hybrid Coding (Transform-nOPCH)

of the Scene of tho Tank;
1,5 bitt/pel,
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4.4,6a Hybrid Coding (Tratiflform-)I~CM)
of the Scene of the Trees;
0.25 blts/pel.

18!



4..b HbiIoig Tasom PM
of th Scee ofthe rees0.Iisp l

18



4.4.6c Hybrid Coding CTranht,)rm-DPC;4)
of the Scene of the Tries;
1.0 bits/psi.



4.4.6d Hybrid Coding (Transform-DPCM)
of the Scene of the Trees;
1.5 bits/pel.

184



,I,

4,4,7a Hybrid Coding (Transform-DPCM)
of the Sceno of the Field;
o.25 bits/pel.

IB5



4.4,4.7b Hybri~d Coding (Transformh- UPCM)
uf the Scene of the Field;
0.5 bits/pe1.

186



IWo-

4,4.7c Hybrid Coding (Transform-DPCM)
of the Scene of the Field;
1.0 bits/pel
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4.4.8a Hybrid Coding Crransform-DPCM)
of the Scene of the Mieadow;
0.23 bits/pel,
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4.4,8b Hybrid Coding (Trans&'orm-DPCM)
of the Sc~ene of the Meadow;
0.5 bits/psi.
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4.4.Bc ýIybrid Coding (Tranuformf-DPCM)
of the Scone of the Meadow;I
1.0 btts/pe1.
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4.4.8d Hybeid Ccding (Trunsform-LPCM)
of the Scene of' the Meadow;
1.5 bits/pel.



weI

4.4.9a Hybrid Coding (Transform-DPCM)
of the Scene of the Coast~
0.25 bits/pol.



FT I

r4

4.4D9h Hybrid Coding (Trans fovrm- D1C0)
of the Scnn, of the Coast;
0.5 bits/psI.
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4.4.9d Hybrid Coding (Transform-Dl•Lft,)
of the Scene of" the Coast;
1,5 bitt/pol,

195



It 11'r, hoe'l llol "l pruv iixilIv thal. the St.i mniuru does nu't at times correlate

subl LI)(.':ti.-v Ovaiat i oIt. This~ is litrticuarly true when one compares re-ults of

di ~'viirt'chn qub ori diffurt-t Pictures. 1he MSti measure does seem to give useful

r~.-it when~i V.'ip:Ii¶ snoi~ aru rest tittud toi the saint picture and the same technique.

Onjt. ln;tit d i~illvantlgei of thle MA'i ;inoaur- , which has been pointed out before, Is its

In.aIilltv to lIndLeatc deugradaiitons in ~imil1i regions of high resolution within a

I[I.~t kire Ia li rdur to de'termine the usefulnessi of a pa~rticular scheme several local

:~v.~ut~i..'iu~rid-~rpr~ncaicit~ions w~i~re madeh for the areas cctntaninln the tank~ anid

t i ik . TheLso viuilIt4 tire given in Table .14-8 for both the Hyb;?td technique arid the

w~. Ifl'u1 ~~i It1I1transor ttethtflituoi.. it Is no'tod that local MSR fur both tile %Corte%

ol* Cho¶Tik and the "Taink" a~re visentii Ialy the same, which wits not true for tho

otal I MSI; encn u latln I givon h'e t'oreu 'I'le thrti~ho d effects hetw'eOwi 0.5 U nd 1 .0 hbt s

C 1111 VV It h. Q IT 1.4 kuip ~'. I. It Ob i~ta i ud u s I ip NOSI. . *fl'ese raosa ts cotre Iitt o

1,,'.- "14I with thanMIK ottaliTW'I iti ing tthu local MSE. Trhis indicates that tho NP08H

rittirton wou.ld lie n better rne-,surv ot "Sootiness" of the picture in tevius of

rv-ýilut1.on in rtgijonm of high activity within the picture.

tlrilo r.tiluts are given in Figi. 4.4.1a and 4.4.3h and Table 4.4.10 for

'.~ 1 -,inq thiv.4e rvtil~t. one can duflaitely nee the threshold etfact

...... I , (I ti I I4. Holow this thrushold the pictures iare severely

cut!:1,1-0 x o :0iuv'. ItI'1.h 11 .Irvsho Id the i~cturus tird acceoptablea.

ot ' i~ii *j - t i on arIt, in:i Iri I'd b L w

'it .';~* I IL 111oh~ pic tiii~o art- savetrely degrdade in terms of

I' Ii I t' I .' r I, , iI t it c i't rc i %hhIch a 4 e i :tentQaI I 1y

II II I t i 11 t '11, I .k It I ki a t iI [It
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(3) The Hybrid e~nding schem,, pt-rf'ormns supurLor to the two-dimnensional trnnsforin

tuchniques.

(4) The 1Loca l M.il or ,.)SE is a better measure oF c parzicular schelne's perfEr-

mancio in terms of revolution and can be 1.efLUl in Lnterpreting reu.tt t'nr diffurent

pictures nnd dii'ferent processes.

0,25 b/p 0.50 b/p 1 .0 1.5

#1 0,045915 0.034021 0O,0J545 0.015122

2 O,0d9508 0,062092 0,038919 0.028699

3 0.062845 0,038762 0,022145 0.016898

I 4 0,123720 0,085477 0,051024 0,034726

5 0.078673 O.04(.188 0,024358 0,016'9I

6 0.106611 0,076•02P 0.0434(68 0,031492

R '. 1.11637 0.97795 0.81101
2 1.13152 1,0844.5 0.868S.6 0.1431

S 1.32364 ,21552 J O.91-140 0.78864

4 1,197S8 0,15007 1.'!5427 0,79489
5 1.35000 1,22964 U.91934 0.78992

1.1I |1507 1. 10 ,1,1,1 0. 8"6.5, U.} 7.;99. 7

01 #I.08959s 0.078931 0.06S048 0.051427

S2 0, 10.0ý 1 0.083785 (). ft 908 O, 0342S2
S3 O, 6SIO31 0,1: 284S7 0. 098814 O,.079510O

S4 0110f0493 O, 133.S3 0,105-1,139~ ).084037

5 0.177666 0- 13,4S o,01718 M.0IN

SI6 0,1390}0 0,I1 8 ';,086711 0 070127

6 0.~~13'0) 0 011W '.871 .707

"1rable 4.4.10. Complarison of !3x Pic tires (H:,hrid Cud ng)
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4,5 The Effects of Chnnnel Noise on the "'wo-Dimensl.onal Hadamard Teansform ad

In this section the offeacts of chaniel rnioe on both the two-diminnslonal Hada-

mard 'rrarsform and Hybrid Coding schemes are investigated, The probabilities of

bAt error used in these investiga::ons are .001 and ,.0, The relatively high noise

'hannal was assumed so thit the effects of channel nolse on tne two techniques would

be readily appirent, so that comparison betdeen the two technio,ues in a noisy environ-

mert could aesily be made, The effects of noisewere simulated by calling a random

number from the random number gererator on the digital compute. arnd if this number

exceeded a predetermined level. a bit error was assumed.

Table 4.5.1 shows the effects of channel errors on the MSS for various bit TatOe

using two-dimensional Hadamard transform. Pigs, 4,S.la, b and c shoo' the effects on

the scene of the "Tank" using a probability of bit error of 001. Noticeable errors

are apparent as black or white squares wltthii the picture, which requIt when the first

coefficionts hrive errors in them. If one observes the pictures closely a number of

other errors, in form of square blocks, if lces subjective Jegrvdation •ri• also

apparent. Piqs 4,5.2a, b and c show the effects of u very high probability o6 bit

error equal to .011. Even at thio relatively high probability of bit error the 1.0

bit,*pel picture still has a laii•€ a•,•unt of information intact, SubJeAlively th'!

Bits Per Bits in Pels in Blocks in Prob. of

Pel MSr Error Errur Error Bit E.rror

0.25 0.06494 67 67 66 10

Ole 0.049154 134 134 134 10-3

1.0 0,029275 274 274 270 10-3

0.25 0.1420 778 724 674 10-2

0.5 0,1153 1321 1.315 1160 10-2

_1.0 0.006 263 2606 1943 lo-2

Table 4.5.I '?ean-Squ•irrd-t:rror for the Scene of the Tank
Us ing Two-Ilimonsional lladamird Trr•n Eforni.
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1 4.5.1la Two-Dimensional H-adamard Transform
Technique of the Scene of tiie Tank;
Probability of Bit Error u.001-,
0.25 bits/pel.

200



I FF

4.5.1Ib Two-Dimensional Hadamard Transform
Technique of the Scene of the Tank;
Probability of Bit Error .001;
0.5 bits/pal.

20,A
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I ~ 4.S.lc Two-Dimeflsiofll IHadamard Transform
Technique of the Scene of the Tank;
Probability of Bit Error m .001;
1.0 bits/pel.
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II

4.5.*2a Two-DIimnensional Hadamard 1Vransformi
Technique of the S=een of the Tank;
Probability of Blit Error m .01;
0.25 bits/pal.
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4,S. 2b Two-Dimensional Hadamard Tr~ansfarni
Technique of the Scene of the Tank;
Probability of Bit Error *.01;

0.3 bit%/pel.
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4.5. 2c Two-Dimetnsionsl Hadaniard Transform
Technique of the Scene of the lank,
Probability of Bit Error *.01;
1.0 bits/pal.

205



Olts Per sits In Pe in BLocks in Prob. at

Pel Brrorror firror trror Bit Urror

0.25 0.0496 59 59 1 10

SO, 0)33 134 114 134 .0

,0.0277 0.13 2 74 273 10Q

0.25 0.0742 640 642 635 10.

0. bO 0'71; 1319 L3J06 1274 10"

1.0 O .07'36 2618 2593 215 10" 2

Tible 4,5,2, 1ean-S.quared-Irror for the Scene of the
Tank Using Hybrid Coding, 11he Same Prodlto'on
Coefficient is Used for Bach Coefficient.

effects of channel noise on the two-dimensional Hadamard transform technique seem

te be rather minimal

The effects of channel errors on the WESB mtasure for the IHybrid rodolng schemes

are giwoii In Table 4,5,2. It is noted that the HSM for the Hybrid coding technique

it mShstnntiaily loss than those tar the two-dtmanotonal transform technique; however,

Che qualities of the pictures obtained are conoidorably poorer than those obtained

using two-dimensional Hadamard transform.

Pigs. 4.,,3a,bc aod 4.5,4a,b,n show these reaults. In thets pictures a consider-

-lie amount Of dtrcaking in the vertical direc.tion is noted. This is due to th4 fact

hat DPCM t-vding is used on the coe(Cfeiontz In the vertical direction asid differatW.&I

codirg to very sersitive to noise. For these results the prediction coet'ficieats for

'JPUN coders apr the stime and they are equal to the vertical correlation coefficient,

Table 4.5.3 vhows the resulti obtained ua•ing diff-rent prediction coefficientt aor

the DP7,I encoder. Thene coefficients are equ,'1 to the calculntod cotrolaticns of

in,.ividual transform coefficietts ivhen Transform=.lPCH coding is used, Since no slgnl-

fic'.int improvements are seen pictures wore not reproduced for thoste cales,

20.6



121

4.5,3a Hybrid CodIng (Transforn-MPM)
of the Scene of the Tank;,
Probability of Bit Error .001;
0.25 Dlts/pel.

207



A ic

4,5.3b Hybrid Coding CTransform-DPCM)
of the Scene uf the Tank;

Probability of Bit Error .00I
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4. 5. 3c Ilybr id ('ud :i~ !~n M o flt

of tho Seemiw Of t ho T1111,
Probubil1it)' of lilIt Erzror'*11
1.0 bi ti,'pc

209



4.5,4& Hybrid Coding kTransfcrm-DPCM)
of the Sc~ne of the Tank;
Probability of Bit lHrror w .01,
0.25 bits/pel.
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A. 5.4b HIybrid Coding (Traifurm,- ')IPCM)
of the 3cene of the Tank;
Probability of Bit Error - .01;
0.5 bits/pel.

211
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Bits PC,- NIS t•it; I" Pls Il[ Block-. I n Prob. o"
I ,rrr Lrrror Eirror MIr t Lrror

0. 2 0.0531 59 59 59 10

O.50 O.041F 134 134 134 10-3

1.0 O.0280 273 21s3 273 10- 3

0. 25 0.1062 645 642 635 10"

0,50 O, 0966 1319 1406 1274 10 -ý2

i,.0 0. 0846 261.8 2593 12)415 lo-•

Table 4,S.3, lean-Squaree-Error for thi Scene of the
Tank Using lybrld Codinj. A DifferentPrediction Coofficiunt is Usad for Each
CoeCoficief t.

Tn the next section opidmi7:ition of' the Hybrid coding schemes in order to

rvc.uce the disastrous effeocts of channel noaie is considered.

S 0, O ýtiization of Th' r -rld Cod n. Scheme

Risults of the previous section have indicated the sensitivity of the Hybrid

coding schemes to uolsy chantiel. This was Fixpected using dLfferential enzodln:.'.

;n this :;actton results are given using an optimized system,

r.,e prodictlon coeffIcients wore optimized tonking into account the channel

nots• as described theoretically in Chapter 1I1. Fig. .,6.1 shows plots oF tho

optimum rre,licticn c onfficlent as a fuinction of the number of bits/pel. Tncse

curves .;how that as the channal noise increases the predIction coefficient de-

croesos. This is to be .expected slnc+o a lower value for the prediction coeffi-

cdent wil 3 allow any error to die out. Sinilal" iý;eLlt5 hive IIceL obtained

previously For ono-d.mensi'inal bPC y.t h) '.sman inJ fiut~ : .158I.I. T'ibile 4.1, an-t

Fig. .1.6,2 Mhrnw the Will oit;iined ,iitn. tnv. optimum prediction coefficierts, Cam-

paring the,:: r.;ult! t Wi vh those gi v.'n in the a rvviaou, .,tio . it nppeali c '. . ig

the NISE: nul-4ure) that ':he ve is IiC t 0 u;ip ruveictit slb.ielt i vel'y ti le prOve, iunt4

2t



Cý)j ti ti 11111
P~rediction Coekiciot

PE 0.001

['E fl.00 u 0.95531

Pr .0

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Bit

.~g. .1.6. 1 Opt imini P're lici C.of

Gil f f Ci C:It io t



2

,07,04

0.25 0.010 
Bis/a

pg O, OS

0.042

0. 03. 
Non- Optinmur.(fPl, O" 3)

0ptlmun• (PE4~8" )

0.02

O,2S 1, .,0 B'Lts/Pe1

Pit, •,.6.2, Ma~n-Squax'ed-4T'oT Using Optimum Pr'•dictiofl Coetfici~ent,

21S



II
Averaqe A Op.imum
Bit/Pal A a' 0. 5 31 A's

0.25 0.048595 0.047725

O 0.50 0.038294 0.036299

a' 1.0 0.027681 0.025038

0.25 0.074222 0.057805

6 0.50 0.061200 0.048775

1.0 0.073664 0.039698

Table 4.t.1. The Effects of Using Optimunt Prediction
Coefficients in the Trani1orm-DPCM System
for the Scene of the "Tank".

ut high noise levels are substantial. These improvements cart be seen 1,y comparing

Figs, 4,5,4%,b,c with Figs. 4,6.4a,b,c, It is 0bserved that at high bit-error

z,.tse (.01) the streaking is significantly reduced (see Figs. 4,5.4c and 4.6.4c).

The improvements at lower error rates are not as apparent. Since it has been

shown that the picture quality is insensitive to the poedi.ction coefficients for

a noisel•ss channel, the use of .he optimum pzediction coefficients woLid not

substantially degrade the picture quality even for noib..dJes channeli',

Comparing Figs. 4.5.2a,bc, which are pictures :btained using the two-

dimensional Hadamard transform, with the results given in FPis, 4.,4a,b,c for

the Hybrid coding scheme, it is seen that jsing the optimied pvediction coeffi-

cionts, iubjectively, gives essentially equivalent results as the transform

method; although the MSE using the Hyb'-id coding schemes is considerably luss,

One of the mean disadvantages of the Hybrid coding techniques i; its

sensitivity to noite, Using the optimum prediution coefficients WH the DPCM

coders alleviates this to a certain extent, rfhis optimitation scheme basLcally

reduces the prediction coeffizients so that the errors can damp out more rapidly.

L ...... kU Afll Mkafl. i~'tJ.flA ,bi



4.6.3L H~ybrid Coding (Transform-DPCM)
of the Scone of the Tank Using
Optimum Prediction Coefficient;
Probability of Error *.001;
0.25 bits/pel.
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%4a

4.6. 3b HybrEi Cd ig(rnfm.PM

Optimum Prediction Coefficient;
Probability of Errc ur .001;
0.5 bits/pal,
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4,6,3c Hybrid Coding CTransform-DPCM)
of the S~cene of the Tank Using
Optimam Prediction Coefficient;
Probability of Error u.001;
1.0 bits/pel.
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4.6.4a Hybrid Coding (Transforrhi-DPCQM)
o~f the Scene of the Tank U31ng
Optimum Prediction Coefficient;
Probability of Error a .01;
0.25 bits/psi.
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4.6.4b Hybrid Coding (Transform-DPCM)
of the Scene of the Tank Using
Optimum Prediction Coefficient;
Probability of Error m .01;
0.5 bits/peI.
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II

4,6.4c Hybrid Coding (Trariform-DPCM)
of the Scene of the Tank Using
Optimum Predictinn Coefficient;
Probability o? error *.01;
1.0 bits/psi.

222



It Is the proiugation of errorm in the differontial encoding schme which causes

tite severe streaking In the pictures. Pariudic rosettlng or initinUlzatton ean

be used effectively to remedy the proragation of error4 in UPCM,

Pigs. 4.6.6a,b,c and 4,6,7a,b,c show the effects of resetting the lPOCI process

after every 16 lines for probability of error* nf .001 and 0,01 roepectively, Pige,

4,6.8a,b and 4,6,Wa,b,c show the result obtained if the periodic resettings are

done every 32 lines, In all ckses the optimum preuiction coefficients were used,

Considerable improvements In picturt qualiti.es when channel tiolse Ls present are

obtained using the periodic reset ni technique. The results of thete pictures are

superior to those using the transform "+hniquev in the presence of channel ioi,.

Stnce moot of the irnformation Is contained in the first cuefficient, errors

in this coefficient would have significant effoet on picture quality. The use of

error correcting cudinj on the important coefficiants wxuld be advnntageous, 1g1 s

4,6,lOa,b,c and 4,6.lla,b show results aisuming errnr corrmcting coding on the

CILst coefficient for pirobability of bit errors of 0,001 nl, 0.01 rospektively,

The hits/pel specified on thnse pictures do not Include the bitr reqiikred for the

error correction; however, since only the first coefficient is assum,- to 1,4 ended

in this manner the average bits/pes will not chande significantly, Por the resuitt,

shown in these figures na periodic resettiTig was done; however, the optkmtUln p'edic-

tion coefficients wsre uted in the DPCM cotlera, Thn rosults nrs 4cen to be :igtlitti

cuntly better than those obtained using only the optimum predivtion coefficiettti;

however, they are poorer tnan those obtained using periodic resetting.

Fibs. A6,i6.a,b,c and 4.6.13a,b,c show toe efocts of using mt pritictlon costt'i-

coent of 0,5, this was an arbitrar)' chcce to see the effects on picture quuilty.

Using such a low value for tho prediction tef;,cier.t eliminute% a considural~il

affount of the streaking which occurs w+hen eLther optimum nno-nnise or vptimum.-iot,.-

.' __ .
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4.6.6a Hybrid Coding Scheme~ Us~ing
Periodic Resettinu; N *16;
Probability of Error *.()()I

0.25 bits/psi.
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Lq

4..(11 Hyhr Id Cbo'l ng SWwime Usiing
I'erlodic L I'~tt~ing; N 16
Pr1obablhiLty of E~rror AM
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4. 6. 6c Hyb rid Coding Schume 1ihi Ing
Periodic Res.tti.. g; N - ..
Probability of E rror . 001;

1,0 ;.oIts/pe1.
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-4. 6. 5c Hybrid Coding Scheme Us ing
Periodic lle~etting; 14* 16;
Probabil1ity of' Hrror *.001;
1.0 bits/pel.

2271



.(.7a~ iybrid Coding Scheme Using
Pcorlodtc Reqetring; N *16;
Probailhi~ty of Frror *.01;
0. 25 it ts/pe I
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4.6.7b Hybrid Coding Scheme Using
Perio~iic Resetting; N 16;
Probability of Error .01;
0.5 bits/pel.
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4.6.7c Hybrid Coding Scheme Using
Periodic Resettinj; N *16;
Probability of Error *.01;

1.0 bits/psi.
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4.o.da Hybrid Coding Scheme Using
Poriodic Resetting; N *32;
Probability of Error *.001;

0.25 bits/psi.
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4-6.8b HybrjrA Coding Scheme Using
Periodic Resetting; N *32;
Probability of Error .001O;
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4.6 9a Hybrd Coding Scheme Using
Periodic Resetting; N *32;
Probability oi Error *.01;
0.25 bits/pei.
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4.6.9b Hybrid Coding Scheme~ Using
Periodic Resetting; N *32;
Probability of l~rror *.01;

0,5 bit%/pol.
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r!

4 .6,9c Hybrid Coding Schorn Using
periodic Restutting; N u32;
Probability of rrror .01;

1 n bits/pel.
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4.6. 10& Hybrid Coding Scheme Using Error
Correcting Code on First Coefficient;
Probability of Error *.001;
0.25 bits/pal.
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4.6.10b Hybrid Coding Scheme Lihing Error
Correcting Cod. on First Coefficient;
Probability of Error a.001;
0.5 bits/Pei.
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4.6.I0c Ifybrid Coding Schvine Using Error
Correcting Code on First Coefficient;
P'robability of Error a .001;
1.0 hits/pei.
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I1.

4.6.11a Hybrid Coding Schome Uping Error
Correcting Code on F~rst Coefficient-,
Probability of Er~ror ts ni;
0.25 bits/pol.
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'w i. loll. K .

4.6.11b Hybrid Coding Scheme Using Error
Correcting Codie on First Coefficient;
Probability of Error *.01;

1.0 bits/peI.
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a

I

4,6.12& ybrid Cot'Ing SchOeW = Ls-• I
prediction Coofficient

Probability of V!rrur"•.01

r , 5 b its/1,01.
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I.4I ., ..

4.6.12b Hybrid Codi'ng Scheme Using
Prediction Coeff'icient of
O.5 (Non-Optimum) ;
Probabilit/ of" Error n .0)01;
O.S bits/pal.
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4.6I2c Hbi oigShm sn
Predctio Coeficint o

Predbiictyo CoffcErro o001
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4.6.13b hlybrid Coding Scheme Using
Prediction Coofficlent of
0.5 (Non-Optimum)
Probability of Lirrur *.01;
0.5 bits/pel.
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4.(.13c ybrid Coding Scheme Using
Prediction Coefficienlt of
M. (Non-Optimlum)
Probability of Error*.1
1.0 bits/pei.

246



prediction coefficients are used (see Pigs. 4,5.3ab,c and 4.6.3abc), The picture

quality is not substantially reduced,

Figs 4,6,14a,b,c and 4.6,lS,b,c show the effects ,)f using a vallue for all

predictioi, coefficients equal to the vertical correlation of the picture and

assuming error correcting coding on the firrst coefficient,

Table 4,6,2 compares the HNSE for the various 1oech~iques used in these Lnvesti-

gations. The results and conclusiois aboat Hybrid Coding Schemes are sumrmarized

Delow:

(1) The picture quality is very insensitive .o the prediction coefficient

except for the case of noisy channel. in these caser a low value for the prediction

coefficient should be used,

(2) The MSE does depend on the prediction coefficients and indicaites at

times the opposite conclusions than subjective evaluatlns,

(3) The Hybrid coding schebiies can be desisned to out perform two-ditnensional

transforin techniques even when channel noise Is considered.

(4) Periodic resetting uring the optimum prediction coefficient gives superior

rosults than all other techniques.

(5) Error correcting coding on tho first coeO1i.iont is effective in improv.ini

the results in the noisy channel cepe.

2,17

............................................................
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4.6.14B Ilyb-id Coding Scheme Using E~rror
Cor.,ecting Code on First
Coefficient; All A , ¶

Prohabilit 'v of [Error m .001;
"r.25 bits/pel.
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4.6.14b Hlybrid Coding Scheme Using IErvor
Correcting Code on First
Coefficient; All A a * '
Probability of Error M .001;
0.5 bits/pal.

2S0



4.6.14c tlyhrid Coding Scheme Liping Eirror
Correcting c.ode an Filrst
Coefficient; All A -
Probability of Error a.001;
1.0 bits/pel,

2S.1



4JA,[A Ilyhrid Codinng Scheme Using Eirror

(Correctiri Code on first
Coetfficient; hll A 0 0 ;
Probability of E irror •-,0 o

0.25 bit%/pel.

2S2



4. 6. 1 h Hybrid Coding S0heRne Using Ermro

Correcting Cod. on First
Coefficient; All A m *
Probability of Error .01;
0.5 hits/pal.

253



4.6. 15c Hybrid Coding Schem~e Using Error
Correcting Code on First
Coeffilcient; Al) A a o>,;
Probability of~ Error my.01;
1.0 bits/pel.
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ChAPIEI v

2-D 'rIRNSFOIUI W I'rTH AA•'TIVE QUAN,,I'ZA'rI.oN

5.1l I ntro._.duct•io._._n =

In this section we descrije and *vaiumte the performance of the two-di:nejinal
transform technique using adaptiv; quanti:ntinn. In a t.1ical to-dimensiotlal

transform ,system the process is to compute the transform of a sub-image otf sl1e

it x n, resutling in n coefficients. Redundancy reduction is achieved hy ellminatin,.

all bvt the N most important coefficients, These coefficients are quanti:ed and

codJd by some type of "optimum" coders which are matched to the ttvI.srit-' 0t the

coef-'i,-ients, For sequency type transforpiations ti. varinnces of the coo.ficiv.,tr.

• i,.creise thus paclzing most of the informtr.ion It' the iaw-,equvncy coet'vt'fI .nt- atird

the nu•,ber of ituanti:ation levels used to quantzte each cojiftick,.,t deirevaso: mwi!h

,. ., .�: arlance. Por h.hiL type of" rpertrito•n th ,e n'imher of wi'nti-.in r i -r ' e t i .

will 1)1! the same as the number of coeffickents retained. In gei•t.rni, the quatnti.',v

:iro ar.•lined fixed and the design of ePael quantizer I!; based on the q 1',r;age' ,tart , c-

'\e.r u laigE numt-er of pictures, This type of procedure perforrmn o.nat., a~t'r'tv .n

rhev a "'. ,qe', hvn c- i ,t thq Iuuniii utlvT 1 e,'rri co. h,' rtint iely larg ' i zg:., o!

htgh activity. resulting in a con.jiderahliu loss of resolution. O, C.- other hand

if one d:iinnts fixed quanpi.ers based on regions of high •ztivity %ithin th. Irrtai•,e,

thetn co •ff'icients it• regions of low iv.tivic. (-ýoitstant intei, ittv levels) ire iu .,n

tized with more accu2tacy than .it required, thus rt,,!ucing the, overall r'eduction r'.1 0.

) v atdiptive systeni shown in Fig. 5.1.1 is propo.,ct , a3 ri rela,,ively .similie -'heii,

fur improving r,.solution in regliun.4 of high naCtivity wttilkl the imkge.

It, operation, the hio•k tr!nsformadion awid truncation drocedurt,, totr the -4amv,

a, G :onven |iotal twv,-dimniea ininaI sOl-ewtii r.',sh•-tt, . in M cot-fficivnt.t whl', :i

~.1,%
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deemed sufficient for the quality Of pihtuit0 dVsLred, In a conve.ntional ion-ldaptive

system, these coefficients would be quanti:ed using different numw,•r of quar.tizatio:l

levnls for each coeificLent depvnding on the variances. Using fixed quantizers this

procedure results in only an average approximation to the "optimum" quantizer as

indicated haforc, In the proposed system shown in Fig. 5.1,1 the variances of ouch

coefficient are continuously estimated Asing K previous samples L.e,

"2 K i~ P
PI (5.1,1)

where I aenotes the coefficiaoit, These estimates of the variances of the covffi-

clents are used to normalize the coeffitcients before quantization, thus resulting

in a better "match" of the signal to the quantizer, The rapidity of tho aduptation

algorithm depends on the number or" anmpltos (K) used lIn esttmating, the varianc'eu,

For active regions in the Image P small value of K ma/ be desirable; howwver, tOO

smull of K will result In congiderable evror in astimation of thu \,arlanco, thus

'estilting In degradation of the compressed picture, Using such a technique as

dl:s.-ibc'd fl"Ovs reqiuires, of course, transmss~tmn of In~fornoltion to the receiver

oL thi'e vrr'ar,-.es or standard deviatiorns of the ror'fficirnts,

it Ls the purloose of this chapto, to Anve~tijaLe the perfarmancu of the adap-

tive system nlony, witn various tradeof•s in terms of system complexity, bit reduc-

tion ratio, etc.

5,2 Two-DUimensional Hladamard Using 32-Coefficients

Noimaliration of the transform cootficiemi•ti ind u ing tlie -,.,he quontze- 'for

alI coefficiunt• would rosult in u cons•derable reduction of hardware required;

however, the resulting picture would be consideraly degraded using rixo, tquanti:ers.

25/



It is of interest to ifl'Lstigato the poisibillty of~ using the adaptive schemte using

rilily ones quantizer for all the coefficient3 and to compare this system with differ-

otrit bit n ssgnnmwnts for eact coefficient. t-or this Inv-stig~ation we keep the 32-

co'efficlWnts with the hiahest energy content rather than letting the bLt assignment

Ritgorithm truncate the coefficients its was done in Cahpter IV,

ii This normalization proencure was simulateO for the picture of the "Truck" using

a 4-1111 exponential quantizer and the Miax's C1371 4-bit quantizeri Tits result-t of'

thoese simulations are given in Table 5,2,1.

Iiajý uattit.or lixpanentia l ýiiiQinti :e'.

NISV (1I)4bl77 00J4 73

MINMI: 06(1Of IO1 1
'zTa 11 1 1 -. an.: ili.ci~itrid *tz'rri irid NMiun- t)rl a'itIvtY-

SqiuairietI-Frror for the Sconeit of t he Irict.k

S p., liit't od o t. iii Cha~pto r IV ii'ri, t hin )t to ut a I iuiuaht1r oft cou'tticisnt.. ;I, % ai

Nlt* hiv an ordL'r of inaasraituda. 'IliI ti ,.4 to hit, a'.pvL-tivd sinacu bv arbi tr~azI,; truicaudt i

tia.. mttriller ofi c ifi',tt i ulits to U. rk"'ititqi~t ' , aIre bi'tl; lii'ng~ wiA ii'aii to tilt- 11tioflt

Limpurtatnt cu~t- Ic.i ti~it t i. lbingi the lilt n4,i Ignmuint at A-,a thin on fidl acoatt;L! knit it 1

WI ilt)flLvIit ah:iprtt' I%' resulIts ina oieveral hllh tirder :oefit ,Iunts tieiog aiii Ignhdl

I or' ..' 1! 1., v'411 ih dotii lilt) ckitvr ihat. tal 4ti t'l cant P. to the pictuare qua uI ,t y.

TIhlo " .2 , ha s howil' t 111. -it'l t tt In Flialltor I I I iOl w. t he' lilt a-i ~iglilait lit

.4 li' tl' t v i r~atai- t ot . 1 id I~ 1ý, lilt 4/1ri 1 ITa 111 5 . 2. I ataiW'i tlt-'



4- 3322

1+12 1 14 3 2 2

.1 2 2 3 2

1 1 3-

Tabk ~I , 5. lilt A4,iihllmerlts 0iJinig 52 Intiul (1oet'1cienits.

t'rrjr.- iot'ktainti iui thi-i puroce~dure a i'mn: with the t rrur olitainvud ~iting (is~ttI&

;iid Iett lng the lil a,Inignn*ivt algoirithm t runrti.t,' tht Iiumiber t)1itUt~toficiVIt- i., w-cv

done in (hiapter IV'. A considerali'I' dr'cre, .is in Oil- to)tal4I: I. 1 f~lptp

I., thili %ect ion wu evalutwte the 'e'rturmainco jia ing Onu q1Iui.t izor whlc i% I d u tvid

by thu iaditptaition uaktirithm delicribetI earlier. As wits mentio3ned biefore tl*. v~tirncesi

or the st indi~rd d-ov .&ti of WI afeih voe~ti ffilent ar r i' KtImatou from the X prey iotii co -

V.I.H ititt For thoC3FI S01111 lilt I31' Ol .1 a ub t t i'u I a I -1 It.ial t 21 1 Wi l wa Lptdl
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Sa Mpl I' v
Sito T'I; MLNS

0. 01, 116~r9 n,S7513

•, 0 I~t)8.1124 0, .57

3. 0.U059297 0. A4978
(14 0.0060447 0.5S245

128 0.0000791 0.55104

2S5c 0. O, lot519 0.54845

Table 5.1.1. "hu IUffacts of Sample-,ize in EIstimating
the Variance of the Coefficients.

A. problem exists using spAll s&Aple sites when the intensity level is essen-

tially conatant. In this case the estimated variance will be zero which would

:ou'c u numali:atLn problem. Thiq situatiou was encountered using sampl, sizes

M•' 8 and I6 in the simulations. This situation could t~e remediud by soevers tehn-

niques, such as usLnS a different "activity" measure or usinS some predetermined

alglorith• used in those cases weve to initi.1ize the standard deviation to onei

and then to intreasi, it by one until tho coefficient (.14 sithin the 4tuanti:ers

Using too large of a %ampie %i:e In estimating the vark,n, a will result ir

lit.ii ,z no didaptsti.;)n characteristics. "he result, of Teble •,3,I indicate that

it sampie sits of 32 wuUi,, Ove the best vesults,

eiju:ts %iuing a •ampie iz.n of S. for estimating the variance and a common

|-bit exponential quantiter for eash touifLtient and bit assignments a'cording to

the Wint Wurtenh,Ll. ,iiJor thmi• jIJ for the 3.' e.simste s of tho standard devtatiuont

are glven in lable [i3, e. She g il i,.aiglumoit" u,.d are showth il i la e I .m3,

l- - - -



F!
1 lrl~te Iv°. h+its

tI'u~ L'', pa t v•It Vý \+ i n 'd t n I s t i jan t• ,S€I 1,;,€t

.•l (|fl. Out 26,14 0. 5,7226

I,.0 .0.006V74 0.4915

,hi v 5,+.. .lirrr Iaatlg tIsing it (Copmon Quant i.:er forMli.e Cuvtlh.tants and Different auanti-ers

for Thc Istimato, ot The Standard Deviations.

itin

les'o.4So Io BTS45

Nr S .+ 'Itt P 3 3 2 2 P 2 F 4 4 3 3 3 1I

0 1% •m+ •IPII n I1 4 4 2 1 7 0 t0 0 0

i 2 ' a C 1 0 0 c 1! , 0 t 0 mt
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liv~~ol rrstii~t% ai-dioeutc, that tisb %trlLtUtL- itutild he ' 1. littl ose fttr it: .1

com~ptetilon sand tire, inly inuludod for uilit-tertss5.

5.4 II'r'* In.:tuodnK.:It' T11 Vit imativsI, of Tht Varilnct!I

In t It. sec.tion wr Invostillgate thi, re-ikilt. . ohutit ,,t usting dife~rentita!*gl onc ln

I); thv esti-ates at the variance anti using difiertrt qusnti."rs, flit- cich (if the

goq'(ficionts

Fig. 5.4.1I shows Vie autoccorioIat ion of the variance estiltattcs foi coefficient

lionil-ir teýWttt have boon obtained for the other coefflicients antd are *s~entit..ily

thr~ iita a% tho~qi shown for coefficie~nt one, Pigs. S.4,' throuth ", $.( show ptlots

tit thit Plitimated varianvot for the first voofficiont. It is r.)t'd for it sample liil

of 12 , which g i es mniniulu MSC the t'ct imtes h~vv tcj, tnvaJlriIt, vor tat toits . It is

Oiltto 'vsaritbtioni. which ;'rovdite th's adoptive foatuitt. *'s the %.n't t:i tor oit nal ing

t h., 4ar I c '. itire~Ased thc.*e ii very lilt I Oy tda ii %. it I i 4 E't 1 %at g- t r,

%.anplit' tt' %xLpitib9 ?N %Ltsple lii.o too larite wil negaiIte ttit' d apt iitt. (vattire I I g..I ~ ~S. I " thtoittgli :.. I. -Ii ihluw reproeacntimt ive plot N %I% tuig 1 ~ionpli, i i:e ol*1 for the s~u~

tharotiijh tht 'flit tiv.*fictent c- t uiti~itv %-I ti.. v' vi ~ ii l i~ll~ ' I' '

uiittainuut wor the' ritvaihnkr coefficients, up through chi t h irt) *i-u

thitu .iur v r.-I it oi viiiveit g ven lI Ib'. I r - .4 IA. I Lio ara'i f . itý 4 ll r iii t Iitit %I ntiti

I~ owa !!% e I. t1 .1 t1' it I t he va r I iinut. to itcintiR t' In rvtl i' L '"' A hi 1gh .11t t I Ii W ItIt I'l th11

dl tb.Vtiiiti 1. t-.(If' thu fill nev I h 1- %tIhu Ma .t. etoi i' lit. v.1 kalic Il ,tog 11ht' t il t Ill
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for coeoficia,t1I I through 4 respectively, These are to be compared with the histo-

giams of the estimates of variances shown in Fig. 5,4.13 (shown for coefficient I

only).

Simulation ,esults were o:tained for the scene of the "Truck" using a sample

sizo of 32 for estimating the variances, A two-dimensional Hadamard Transformntion

wits perforitiod on a block size of 8 x 8, resultitg in 64 coefficients. 1he trans-

fnv'n coefficients were arbitrarily trancated to the 32 containing the most informa-

tion and then the Wint&-Kurtenbach bit assignmmnt algorithm applied to these

romaininig 31' coefficientq. DPC1 encoding was used on the estimates of the standurd

daviation.i, Only one DPCNI encoder was used to encode the ast1 mates of the standard

dieiiat.ions; however, in this smple system it im necessary to t-eansmit 32 additional

places of Litormatin regarding the estimates of the standard deviatirns,

Table 5,4,1 shows thaso results in tabulated form. Also shown in this Table are

the resuits obrained using the non-adaptive two-dimensional Hada;uard tran,-form scheme,

Bit.'i for
(itsi/poi f(or Diffore:ntial 1Encoding Ef'fective NISF NDSH

uIItunst.ity of S,), Estimntus Bit Rate

(O.. 1 1.5 0.016279 0,.90194
(0,0 3530) (0.000)

1.5 2 2.5 0.015188 0.83545

I 0 2.0 0,O081486 ,752ý

L,. 2 3.0 O,0083825 0.71167

l.0 3 4.0 0.007802 0.69896

1.11 1 2.5 0.100O283 0,56272
2 3,S 0,0047819 0,55775

.- , 4. 5, 0 o, 2n1J 0.5 4165

Table 5,4.1. Simulation Reslits Using Adaptive Scheme

For Thu Scene of Thq "Truck"
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Figs. S.,16 tirough 5.4,27 show photographs ;of" truck using tht adaptivo

scheme. Those pictures are to be compared with the non-adaptive results given

in Chapter IV. Significant improvoirents aru noted using the adaptive scheme.

Fo• example if we compare the cases of approximately 0,5 bits per picture element

using the ac.aptive technique shown in Fig. 5.4,24 with the non-adaptive case in

Fig. 4.3.4b, wt; see that the Pdaptive case is superior. Similar results are

observid for the 1. bit/pal case.

ThA preliminary investigations giien here for the adaptive scheme seem to

indicate that it has meric and probably should be investigited more thoraughly.

It'A1.
.........



Reroduced from

Ibsavallab copy.~

5.4,16 Two-dimmnsional Hadarnard transform
with zonal filtering using the
exponential quaritizer. 4 bits/pal.
32 retained co'efficients,
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5.4.17 Two-dimensional Hadamard transform
with zonal filtering and PCM encoding.
Different bit assignments frctm
chapter 4. 32 retained coefficients.
1,5 bits/psi.
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5.,418 Two-d~fimensional 14idam&Td trainSfOl'M
with zon,11 filtering anfd PCM encoding.

Different bit a~slgnmeflts from
chapter 4, 32 retained coefficienlts.
1.0 bits/psi.
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5.4.20 Two-dimensional Hadamard transform
with zonal filtering and differential
encoding, 2,0 bits/pel, Adaptive
algorithm on 32 retained coefficients,

L~ ..........
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5,4.21 Two-dimensional Hadama-d transform
with tonal filtering and differential
encoding, 1,5 bits/pel. Adaptive
algorithm on 32 retained coef*icienta,
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5.4.22 Two-dimensional Iladamard transformn
with tonal filtering and DPCM
encoding. 1.0 bitn/pel, Adaptive
algorithm on 20 retained coefficients,
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5.4.23 Two-dimenslonal Hadamard transtorm
with zonal filtering and adaptive
differential encoding on c1 only.
20 coofficoents retained,
0,5156 bits/pal.
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5.4.24 Two-dimensional Had.amard transfori•
with zonal filtering ind adaptive
differential encoding on c. and C2
only. !0 coefficients retained,
0,53125 bits/pal.
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5,4.25 Two-dimensional Hadamard transform
with zonal filtering and adaptive
differential encoding on c1 , c2
and c3 only, 20 coefficients
retained, 0,55469 bits/pai.
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S.4.6 Tw-diensinalHadaardtranfor

wihznlfitrn ndaatv
difrnilenoigo

cofiiet. 1 rtie

coeffciens, 0. bit/pol
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5.4.27 Twvo-dimensional transform with
zonal filte'ring and adoptive DPCM,
24 retained coefficients,
8 adaptive coefficients,
1.0 bits/pal.
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5.4.28 Two-dimensional Hadamard tXroflhorh
with zonel filtering and differential
encoding, 11 retained coefficisnti
11 adaptive coefficients,
2 bits/diff. Average bit
assignme~it: 1,0635 bits/pel.
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5.5 Variations in Adaptive Scheme and Rucommendatlons fur Fu-rther Invsti n,

Tbo results given in Section 5.4 relied on assigning at least one bit for encoding

"the difference in the istimates of the standard deviations. Using this scheme and

an average of 0,5 bits to encode the coeffioients results In an average of 1.5 bits/pel

for the effective bit rnte. Several variations in the scheme could he tried such as

uming a bit assignment procedure to encode the differences in the standnrO devlacions,

S'11is would result In truncating some of the estimates and transmitting only the Impor-

•:"takt onei,

In ordei to hoe what effects such a procedure vould have on the error, ..everkl

simulations were performed using adaptation on only thL first few coufticients, Th(e

results are shown in Table 5.5.1.

•'..Num"ir__r O Average Bits Bits 4ssigned r
Coeoficients Assigned to the 0iffer- fltfuctive I .flSE

Using the to Transform once (, the Bit Ratc
Adaptive Scheme Coefficient Estimate

,5 1,0 U.5lS6 0.0ll866 0.S5 62S

I and 2 .5 1 0 0.53125 0.011367 0.893463

1, 2 and 3 ,5 1,0 0.5487S 0.0119 0,8,60 1

Table S.5.1, Results Usi.ag the Adaptive Scheme on
Only The First k.w roefficie lts.

It is secn from thr.se results that using the adaptive feature on only the tilrst

f,,v most Important terms give equivalent and as a matter of fact slightly butter

results than thuse obtained in the previous i;eci ion (sci Table 5.4.l). Tlis is due

to the fact that using only 32 samples to estimate the standard deviations can result

in error as expiained before and thus it is entirely possible that using the adaptive

feature on the lower and more intormatlon carrying coeI'Ficients colId result In les,;

error.
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The results given in this chapter are far from concluewve. The study of the

aodaptive scheme was initialized during the last mooth nf the contract which did not

leave sufficient timie f•.r complete theoretical and experimental thvestigationis

Even with the preliminary results obtained thus far it is seen that thWs adaptive

3cheme performs considerably better than the non-adaptive scheme. Tie hardwarn

involved in irplementing this scheme is rather minimal e.g,

(1) Fýor e.almating the variance, a divide by a multiplo of two can be implmontod

by a shift register.

(1) Normalization ct Coefficient,

(3) DPC,1N encoders for the estimat:s.

In viP.w of the results obtained to present, it is recommended that additional

oftort bit eixpended to optimize the systems desribed above, One other improvement

which should he investigated is the elimitnation of he- necessity of transmitting

the estimates of the vjrlan,'es. Th1is could be accomipli-hed by having a predetermined

algorithm which by loollngj at the hit stream For each of the coefficients we could

adjust the quantizer in summ predetermined maniner. The rec,-iver could then use the

ja'ianm Ilri]: t' ad(j,,.I its quonti7cr L 0] , in 1:g t),c0 nllC' Icri tra,',nmittiip,

infornation about Lhe estimates otf the variance, Such companding rules (for example

the 7.7-4-s .- ulo) have been used successfully' in designing adaptive systems for

sper , s,.-nals. In additio,' the adaptive procedures described here could be used on

the 11ybrid coding techniques.

4n inve.stigation of 0.h9s type can readily be perfornmed by computer search

te',hniqu-s.

..... .....



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The frame-to-frome reduction techniques described in Chapter II do not seem

a the present time to be applicable to the RPV mission due to the complexity of

implementation and the large amount of storage required, In order to obtain

large bit reduction ratios, it is necessary to be able to predict the movement

of picture elements from one frame to another. This requires that relative accu-

rate knowledge about such parameters as:

(1) Vertical and horizontal fields of vision

(2) The velocity voctor

(3) The altitude

(4) Optical parameters such as focal length. etc,

(5) Depression angles

(6) Frame rate

(7) Dimensions of the frame

If the parameters noted above are known, large bit reductions are possible,

even though it is required that synchronization information be transmitted along

with each sample. The system was analyzed in Chapter it using simulated pictures

and the results are presented there. Sensitivity .o the accuracy of the parameters

given above are included. Real pictures could not be used in the simulation due

to the lack of consistent data from frame-to-frame.

The franc-to-frame techniques described in Chapter I1 would be useful and

practical for synthetic frame generation at the remote ground station. This

would enable the use of relatively slow frame rates and using the algorithms

given, one could easily generate synthetic frames for insertion at the ground
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station. This would eliminate some of the psychophysical effects of using slow

frame rates.

Chapter III gives theoretical results using two-dimensional transform tech-

,nques and Hybrid coding techniques. For the Hybrid coding schemes both the

Transform-DPCM and UPCM-Transform techniques are considered, It is shown that

• I ooth systems have esactly equivaient pe-,formances; hence, due to the simplicity

of the Transform-DPCM it id preferred.

The order of implementation complexities of the two-dimensional transform

techniques and also thoir order of performances are:

C() Karhunan Lobve

(2) Discrete Cosine

(3) Fourier

(4) Hadamard

Due to implamentation simplicities the Hadamard or the Haer transfforms Kar

jenerally preferred for practical systems, T'hese two-dimensional schemes are

generally performed using two one-dimensional transforms. Une in the horizontal

directioit to rut-,e the cuirelat~ion ii, the'. sptlel direction and Then orke in,

the vertical direction to remove the correlation in that spatial direction,

Altivough theoretically the removal of the correlation in one spatial direction

does not affect The correlation in the other, for real data, such as the pictures

used in this investigation, this is shown not be the case.

It is shown that the Hybrid coding schemes perform better than most two-

dimensional transform techniques, being almost equal in performance to the two-

dimensional Karhunen Lotve transform techniques. The sensitivity to the

prediction coefficients In the DPCM encodors are shown to be minimal,
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The effect-4 of channel noise in the Hybrid coding schemes are shown to be cons.idernbly

more degrading itiing theAe schemes than on the two-dimensional trnnsfornm Scheme9,

However, by op.timization of the Hybrid coding schemes and by periodic initialization

the sensitivity to noise can be greotly redunod,

Several different error criteria were investigated to see If somne type of quanti-

tative measuroes could be obtained wnich would correlate well with subjective evaluationd,

Thoso investigated were:

(I) Normalized-mean-squared-error (MSB)

(2) Normalited-dleri\,ative-squared-error (NDSE)

(3) Normalized-mean-absolute error (MAE)

Results indluate that the MSE measure gives good correlatlon when one restricts the

rvaluations to the siane picture and to the same processing techniques. This measure

can be used effectively for determining th:e vffectd oV lowering the hit rate, noite,

etc. when comparing the .,ame procossing techniques. 'The NDSF. measure anpears to be

,rore aorvelated with subjective evaluations, as far as the resolution obtained is

conicerned,

An adaptive scheme for the two-dimensional tladamard transform tetuhnique was

pror'osnd and Invostigntoo idiJch ivvw. ctoili ide) ably hetter ,esult.- than E xeed Lwo-

dimensional transforms, This technique is slightly more -OmpleA, however, the improve-

ments mry well be worth this increased complexity.

Numerous picturos using the techniques described above are given in Chapters

IV and V.

Table 6 sUminarl.-os the important average characteristics of the techniques studied

in this Invostilation along with several rcstlts taken from the literature. These

mothods are thought to h1 the most applicah t, to the RPV.

It is recouimonded that further :;tudy he performed on the adoptive algorithm



pr•sented in ChapLor V. In particulai an adaptation algorithm should be determinud

which requitre the transmission of no additional information, Such a itystem shouild

not bi much mo.re complex thnu the rotiventiot'al lio-dimon••unnl trons formattons or

Hybrid coding tochniques. The use of error correcting coding for buth types of systems I
(Transform, and Hybrkd) should be investigated nlong with channol charactoristlc, and

Lranstnission modems. The effects oft finite word lengths used on a practical system

should be considerod with regards to the sensitivl,' of the processing techniques•
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APPENDIX I.

Typical Histograms for the Transform Coefficients .
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